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 PURPOSE AND GOALS: This six-hour training is for staff assisting residents of transitional housing to prepare, move into and maintain permanent supportive housing. At the end of this training, participants will be better able to conduct a thorough assessment of residents for housing placement, match residents to appropriate housing, develop housing plans, prepare residents for the transition as well as identify and address obstacles for the individual to access housing.
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TRAINER’S PREFACE

I. Brief Summary of Curriculum Content

The curriculum contains at least six hours of verbal content. This does not mean the entire content must be covered. Depending on the intended focus of the training and the format (exercises and small group discussions vs. large group presentation), portions of this training can be elaborated, abridged and/or deleted.

II. Trainer Qualification

Key to the successful delivery of the curriculum and to participants learning is the qualifications of the trainer. What the trainer brings to the training session — including their knowledge about the subject being taught, their experience in supportive housing and their training or teaching skills — will impact the quality of the training and the outcomes. This curriculum is intended for use by individuals with the appropriate constellation of talent and ability to manage the learning of others in addressing the issues that emerge in the transition from homelessness to permanent housing.

III. Good Training Practice

A. How People Learn

People learn through a combination of lecture, visual aids and participation. The more actively they are involved in the process, the more information they will retain. For this reason, eliciting answers from the group rather than presenting material is usually preferable. Additionally, it is important to include exercises that stimulate interaction and experiential learning and not spend all of the time lecturing. Be aware, however, that group participation and discussion takes more time than straightforward presentations and may cut down on the amount of content possible to cover. What is minimized or deleted from the curriculum should be based on the assessment of the group’s learning needs and the goals initially contracted with the group.

B. Know Your Audience

The type of setting that the trainees work in and their roles will determine the areas of the curriculum that the trainer will focus on. Gathering as much information about the group beforehand is recommended. In order to create a safe and effective learning environment, it is recommended that the maximum number of participants not exceed thirty people.

C. Introductions and the Training Contract

Introductions should provide the trainer with more information as to who is the audience. The trainer will want to know the person’s name, their program
and their role, and what they hope to get out of the training. The trainer should then clarify what will and will not be covered. This is the training contract.

D. Acknowledge and Use Expertise of the Participants
This is important as it allows people to learn from each other, builds group cohesion, keeps people involved and establishes an atmosphere of mutual respect.

E. Flexibility
Throughout the training, the trainer should continually assess the needs of the group and revise the amount of time devoted to each specific topic. Responding to the needs and interests of the group must be balanced with the agreement to cover certain topics. It is the trainer’s job to respond to the needs that arise and yet stay focused on the subject matter.

IV. Training Content

A. Sequence of Content
Depending on the area of practice of your audience (for example, assisting persons living with HIV Disease, dual diagnosis or serious mental illness) the trainer may want to begin the training with that area and/or be sure not to shorten or cut out these specialty areas. Additionally, the trainer will go more in depth about clinical issues with an audience, including new social service staff and less so with building management. With a mixed group, the trainer needs to find a middle ground on this issue.

B. Flexibility of Content
The focus of this training can be altered depending upon the needs and experiences of the majority of trainees. Oftentimes, there are significant gaps in resources and services available to meet the needs of transitional program staff and their residents. If trainees are from the same region, it can be beneficial to allow time for a sharing of resources, particularly housing options.

The staff roles of the different training participants will determine which areas are covered in depth. It is particularly important to cover all areas under “Program Design Considerations” if management staff are present at the training. The clinical skills addressed in “Assisting Residents in the Transition Process” are crucial to cover with direct line staff. “Addressing Obstacles to Permanent Placement” will be beneficial to all levels of staff, but this can be shortened depending on the participants level of knowledge and experience.
If time is limited, some information that is provided on handouts can be referred to but not discussed in the training.

C. Personalizing Content
   In order to personalize the training, it is important for the trainer to offer case examples or anecdotes regarding the topic. This can also be achieved by eliciting personal stories from trainees. Using these relevant stories will make the training more interesting and personal.

D. Matching Content to a Target Audience
   This training is targeted to social service staff working in transitional housing programs. Staff working in permanent housing programs will find the information in this training useful as well.

V. Time Management of Content
   Each section of the agenda has time frames allotted. Whenever possible, it is suggested that there be a 10-minute break every hour and a half. Of course, for an all day training there would be a lunch break for between forty-five minutes to one hour. The trainer should be aware that if a great deal of time is devoted to one topic area, other content areas might be sacrificed. Group exercises can always be abridged, if necessary, for time’s sake. For example, if the group exercise involves dividing into four groups to work on four separate cases, the trainer may consider having each group work on a smaller number of cases. This will shorten the report back time, but will not eliminate the group process. Elicitation and discussion takes more time than lecturing but less time than small group exercises. The trainer needs to balance this with the fact that lecturing is also the least effective way to learn.

   The trainer will find that each time this curriculum is trained, it will vary. Being mindful of good training practice and making adjustments to the timing and sequence will allow for a tailored training that will be most beneficial to participants.
I. INTRODUCTION (30 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: This section should include an introduction of the trainer, a review of training incidentals (hours, breaks, coffee, bathroom locations), a brief overview of the training goals and objectives. This is followed by a roundtable introduction of trainees and any areas related to tenants’ special needs that they hope will be addressed.

TRAINER STATES: This training is designed to explore the factors that influence the transition into permanent housing.

The goal of this training is for the providers of transitional housing programs to better prepare their residents to succeed in securing and maintaining permanent housing. At the end of this training, participants will be better able to:

- Understand the impact of homelessness on permanent housing placement
- Understand the impact of transitional program design choices
- Identify transitional program goals
- Conduct an assessment of residents for housing placement purposes
- Assist residents in building and practicing skills needed for maintaining housing
- Develop an individualized housing plan for residents
- Match residents to appropriate housing
- Prepare residents for the housing interview
- Assist residents in managing feelings about moving
- Identify and address obstacles for the individual to access housing

LEARNING POINTS: It is important to discuss what will and will not be covered during this introduction so that trainees know what to expect — this is the learning contract.
II: UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF HOMELESSNESS (20–30 minutes)

**TRAINER STATES:** Homelessness involves more than just the loss of a home. Most people living in transitional housing settings have experienced significant and profound losses in their lives. In order to effectively engage and support persons with a history of homelessness, we must attempt to understand the impact of homelessness on lives.

**TRAINER NOTE:** Trainer divides participants into groups of four. Each group is given one case example and asked to come up with the losses this person has experienced and how this will impact on his/her moving to permanent housing. We are not, at this point, asking how workers would intervene with these problems — only to identify them. See HANDOUT #2: HOMELESSNESS: CASE EXAMPLES and HANDOUT #3: UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF HOMELESSNESS.

**HOMELESSNESS CASES**

- WHAT WERE THE LOSSES THESE INDIVIDUALS EXPERIENCED AS A RESULT OF BECOMING HOMELESS?
- WHAT IMPACT MIGHT THESE EXPERIENCES HAVE ON THEIR TRANSITION INTO PERMANENT HOUSING?

**CASE STUDY 1: MARGARET**

Margaret, a 40-year-old woman, was referred to the transitional program from the shelter where she had resided for six years. Margaret wears many layers of clothing, seldom eats and will not travel beyond one block of the residence. She has no identification and cannot contact any family member, as she is unaware of their whereabouts. Margaret revealed to her worker that when she was younger she was employed as a receptionist and lived in another state with her three daughters. Unable to find work, she wandered through the streets begging people for food that she would take home to feed her children. She reported that one day she came home to find her apartment boarded up, her belongings on the street and her children gone. After that, Margaret moved from state to state “trying to find work and my children,” always refusing to accept assistance. She often says to her worker, “I do not need your help. What kind of a woman would I be if I can't even take care of my own babies?”

**TRAINER’S KEY:** The losses Margaret has experienced in her life as the result of being homeless include:
- Loss of Family
• Loss of Employment, Routine, Role — Her job and further attempts at obtaining work
• Loss of Pride — Expression associated with not being able to care for her children
• Loss of Esteem — She may not feel she deserves better (i.e., does not want to eat, refuses help)
• Loss of Security — She has lost the sense of safety and secure she had when in her own home
• Loss of Possessions — She lost the majority of items she owned and could only travel with items she was able to carry along the way

Margaret’s experiences may effect her transition to permanent housing in the following ways:
• Margaret’s goals may be more related to reuniting with her children than securing permanent housing for herself.
• Margaret will probably have a difficult time trusting others as she lost her home in what appeared to be a sudden manner, could not find work and is refusing help.
• Margaret behaves in ways that suggest she feels undeserving of a better way of life (i.e., depriving herself of food and refusing help). This may interfere with progress toward obtaining permanent housing.
• Margaret may be afraid to leave the transitional residence, due in part to her traumatic experience when she left her home only to return and find it boarded up.

CASE STUDY 2: JUAN

Juan is a 55-year-male who was referred to the transitional program by street outreach workers who found him living in a cardboard box under a bridge. Juan was a successful entrepreneur, until he had a psychotic episode at the age of 45 and lost his business. He, his wife and two children moved in with his eldest sister, and despite several efforts, Juan could not find employment. Whenever he had an interview, he was unable to get up in time. He was hospitalized on several occasions, prescribed medication and released to his sister’s home. After his family refused to take him back, Juan became homeless and lived under the bridge for years. He accumulated many random items, waited until nightfall to enter garbage dumpsters for food and was afraid to talk to people. Now, though he is living at the transitional residence, he spends his days
keeping to himself, collecting items from the street and looking for his sister. He remains non-compliant with medication.

**TRAINER’S KEY:** The losses Juan has experienced in his life due to homelessness include:

- Loss of Family — He lost his wife & children and his sister
- Loss of Employment, role as businessman
- Loss of Routine — He had a family and ran a successful business until the age of 45
- Loss of Support Network — He lost all the connections he had related to work and family
- Loss of Control of his life
- Loss of Connection — He has been afraid to talk to people

Juan’s experiences may affect his transition to permanent housing in the following ways:

- Appears motivated to find his sister, which may impede his ability to explore housing options. Although not indicated, he may seek to become united with his wife and children.
- Juan may have untreated depression, which will affect his ability to sustain a housing search.
- He is not compliant with medication.
- Juan is a “hoarder” and may be unwilling to part with items he has collected. Many homeless people develop behaviors that may be adaptive to the homeless experience but problematic in housing.
- Juan isolates, and staff may have a difficult time engaging him. He may have a difficult time advocating for himself during a housing interview.
- Juan’s issues related to abandonment may make it difficult for him to accept new networks of support.

**CASE STUDY 3: MARK**

Mark is a 30-year-old male who was placed in a foster home at the age of nine because of physical abuse and neglect. In his teens, he was moved to a group home, where he became involved in many physical conflicts with his peers. Mark was treated for this aggressive behavior with a mood stabilizer. At the age of 22, he moved to a permanent supportive residence where he received additional support and therapy to deal with his anger, and he prospered. He was a volunteer, a leader amongst his peers, and an active member of the tenant’s association. After hearing that the residence would be undergoing renovations and tenants would relocate to other rooms, Mark became more
frustrated and verbally lashed out at his service providers. He eventually left the facility, rendering him homeless. The shelter where he stayed referred him to a transitional program. The staff quickly realized that he was drinking and doing drugs. When confronted about this, he told the workers that the only true friends he had were the people he got high with. He stated that the people in the residence, “especially the ones with so-called degrees,” had ruined his life.

**TRAINER’S KEY.** Mark has experienced many losses as the result of placement in foster and group homes, as well as his recent bout of homelessness, which include:

- Loss of Family — He has lost his immediate family and caregivers throughout his life
- Loss of Security — He was in foster care and lost his housing
- Loss of Esteem, Identity & Pride — He gained a positive self-identity, which was probably damaged upon homelessness
- Loss of Routine — As a participant in many activities, his routine was interrupted
- Loss of Possessions — He experienced this when separated from his family, the foster home and as the result of a recent bout of homelessness

Marks experiences may affect his transition to permanent housing in the following ways:

- Mark’s inability to manage his anger will interfere with housing placement and maintenance of housing.
- Mark’s alcohol and drug-related activity will need to be addressed prior to placement into permanent housing, and potentially ongoing.
- Mark’s trauma may make it difficult for him to respond to change in a less reactionary manner. He may have difficulty making progressive steps towards housing out of fear, anxiety and stress involved in making the transition.
- Mark does not appear to trust easily, especially authority figures, which may require slowing down the entire housing process.
- Mark might be afraid to try to secure housing because this could result in another loss.
CASE STUDY 4: MARY

Mary is a 52-year-old female who was referred to a transitional housing program after living in a domestic violence shelter for one month. She states that although she feels safer in relation to her husband, she often thinks of how much her life has changed. She does not feel that she can contact her family or return to her job, as her husband may then find her. Due to her religious belief that a wife should never leave her husband, she never shared her situation with those who were close to her, and she often believes that the abuse was somehow her fault. Mary often appears disoriented and sometimes says she feels like she is “living in a dream.” When she focuses on her current living situation, she gets depressed. She attempts to purchase new items for herself but usually doesn’t complete the task. Most often, she just wants to stay inside.

TRAINER’S KEY: Mary has had many losses as the result of having been referred to a domestic violence shelter, which includes:

- Loss of Family — She has been unable to contact family members
- Loss of Self-Esteem & Identity — She may feel ashamed (i.e., believing the abuse was her fault), and worthless (i.e., unable to purchase items for herself)
- Loss of Routine — She has lost the routine of being with her family and maintaining employment
- Loss of Connection to Others — She is isolating
- Loss of Privacy — She has been forced to forgo the privacy of her own home
- Loss of Control of Her Life — Although she may be gaining control over her life in the long run, she may feel at this time that her life is out of control

Mary’s experiences may have an effect on her transition to permanent housing in the following ways:

- Mary may need a great deal of support continuing to believe the transition is positive, as she may be more comfortable with what is familiar to her, especially if she blames herself for her experience.
- While motivated toward housing, she may be extremely fearful of any type of movement as the result of the abuse she endured.
- Mary may become overwhelmed and exhausted, trying to develop new routines, rituals and perhaps friends, which may make her feel anxious and under stress.
• Mary’s inability to travel safely and independently will affect housing options.
• Mary’s depression may contribute to immobility toward housing-placement goals.

**TRAINER STATES:** In addition, the experience of a person who was formerly homeless may effect the transition to permanent housing in the following ways:

• Some may be elated at the prospect of securing housing, while others might feel like they’ve waited so long and been through so much they are not willing to “settle” for just any housing (realistic or not).

• Many persons with mental illness may have been stigmatized and victimized, making engagement more difficult.

Because some residents have these experiences, it may impact their ability to secure and maintain housing. It is crucial that our program staff reach out and get to know people in order to successfully match them to housing. Without considering some of these aspects in matching the resident to the appropriate type of housing, we can unknowingly set up the person for a potential setback. It is our job to assess each person’s strengths and areas that require skill-building or ongoing assistance, so that we can assure they are adequately prepared to SUCCEED in their housing this time. Today, we will be looking at the specifics of program design and what services we offer to do this.

**TRAINER ELICITS:** WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN TO A RESIDENT IF WE WERE TO REFER THEM DIRECTLY FROM THE STREETS OR A SHELTER OR INTO HOUSING WITHOUT ACTIVELY WORKING TO PREPARE THEM? [Expected responses include:]

• Some would succeed and maintain the housing
• Some would lose the housing for the same reasons they’ve lost it in the past [i.e. inability to pay rent, inability to get along with neighbors, inability to meet various obligations of tenancy, substance use, decompensation, non-compliance with treatment.]

**TRAINER NOTE:** See HANDOUT #4: ADJUSTMENTS IN THE Move TO PERMANENT HOUSING.

**TRAINER ELICITS:** WHAT ARE SOME OF THE CHANGES OR ADJUSTMENTS PEOPLE WILL DEAL WITH IN MAKING THE MOVE FROM TRANSITIONAL TO PERMANENT HOUSING? [Expected responses include:]
• Rent must be paid on time every month, which requires adjusting to a new budget
• The neighborhood and all its amenities are new and unknown
• Residents may be expected to live more independently and may have to develop or re-learn ADL skills
• Neighbors may have special needs that some residents are unfamiliar with
• Residents will be expected to follow house rules and comply with all lease regulations
• Socialization opportunities may change
• A new code of conduct may be expected

**TRAINER NOTE:** See **HANDOUT #5: TASKS RELATED TO HOUSING PLACEMENT** and mention that these are the tasks and steps we will be talking about during this training.

**LEARNING POINTS:** The impact of being homeless can not be underestimated if supportive housing providers are to understand and meet the service needs of the people they house. Most of the people we’re working with have suffered significant losses and experienced failures in maintaining their housing. In order to ensure they do not experience another housing loss, programs should prepare people to succeed.
III. PROGRAM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (10 minutes)

**TRAINER NOTE:** This section is a brief introduction to what one might consider when designing a program. See **HANDOUT #6: TRANSITIONAL PROGRAMS: SERVICE PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS.**

**BRIEF LECTURE:** Each transitional program is going to be different. Many factors contribute to a program’s distinct culture, including the residents, the staff and the location of the program. The most significant factor, though, is the actual program design. How a program is designed lays the foundation for service delivery and meeting the needs of residents. The design will have a profound impact on the success in placement of residents into permanent housing. We will be considering a variety of factors in this section including:

- Program Goals
- Expectations for Residents
- Population Served
- Linking with Services in the Local Continuum of Care
- Creating a Culture of Transition

These areas should be clarified if your program is to operate efficiently. Program Design is not a linear process. Decisions made in one area affect other areas. Program design evolves over time and is a continuous process. There are additional considerations listed on your handout.

**LEARNING POINT:** Trainees will have an understanding of the various considerations in program design to be covered in this section. Program development will be understood to be a process where decisions in one area impact the other areas.
III.A: PROGRAM GOALS (20–30 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: See HANDOUT #7: PROJECT GOALS AND CONDITIONS OF RESIDENCY.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHY ARE CLEAR PROGRAM GOALS IMPORTANT IN TRANSITIONAL HOUSING PROGRAMS? [Expected responses include:]

- They provide a foundation and focus for the work and drive all aspects of program design.
- They allow all staff to focus on the same goals for residents.
- Without clear goals, a program cannot be evaluated and staff will not know whether or not their services are effective.
- Unclear goals are often at the root of staff disagreements. If goals have not been explicitly discussed, there is a risk of misinterpretation or incorrect assumptions about the purpose of services.
- The process of setting goals allows staff to articulate and give consideration to how they will meet the needs of people in transition.

TRAINER EXERCISE NOTE: Instructions: Trainer divides participants into groups of four or five. Each group is instructed to come up with a list of the goals for a transitional program. Expected responses include those listed below.

- Help prepare residents to transition into permanent housing
- Assist residents in obtaining and maintaining safe, affordable permanent housing
- Assist residents in identifying and overcoming barriers to permanent housing
- Provide residents with support during the transition to permanent housing
- Assist residents in developing skills required to meet obligations of tenancy
- Improve residents’ ADL skills
- Improve health
- Reduce symptoms of mental illness
- Begin/maintain recovery from substance abuse
- Promote appropriate use of community-based services
- Increase residents’ income

LEARNING POINTS: Program goals provide a focus for the work and unify staff as a community in the efforts to attain them.
III.B: POPULATIONS SERVED (10 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: See HANDOUT #8: POPULATIONS WORKSHEET.

TRAINER STATES: Most programs offer services to a wide spectrum of people with a variety of special needs. Some programs are designed to provide services to a target population. It is important for a program to understand who the residents are and where they are coming from.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE POPULATIONS OR SPECIAL NEEDS THAT YOU CAN SERVE IN TRANSITIONAL HOUSING? [Expected responses include:]

- Homeless people
- People at risk of becoming homeless
- People with HIV/AIDS
- People with psychiatric disabilities
- People addicted to substances
- People who are dually diagnosed
- People with multi-diagnoses
- People with criminal justice histories
- Veterans
- People living with Mental Retardation or Developmental Disabilities
- Undocumented persons
- Illegal aliens
- Transgendered people
- Non-English speaking people
- Victims of domestic violence
- Youth “aging out” of foster care
- Participants in “welfare to work” initiatives
- People who are hospitalized
- People in correction facilities
- Anyone committed to obtaining housing
- People willing to comply with program requirements

BRIEF LECTURE: Each group brings a cultural component that programs can use effectively. Cultural competency is necessary for a program to meet the needs of the residents.
Residents with mental illness, for example, may have been hospitalized against their will and may fear social workers, making engagement more difficult. Residents with a history of substance abuse may need additional support to maintain sobriety during this transition. Others with a trauma history may have difficulty expressing emotions, trusting people, socializing or present as very needy.

**TRAINER ELICITS:** WHO IS THE POPULATION YOU SERVE OR WILL SERVE? WHAT ARE THEIR SERVICE NEEDS? (Process Answers: If trainees begin to discuss obstacles in placement for certain populations, remind them that obstacles and strategies will be covered later in the training.)

**TRAINER NOTE:** Responses to the last questions may result in a discussion of the difficulty of accessing housing for certain groups, such as active substance users or young adults. If time allows, participants may be able to provide one another with resources for overcoming these barriers.

**LEARNING POINTS:** It is important to be aware of the different service needs and “cultures” of the populations we may serve.
III.C: EXPECTATIONS FOR RESIDENTS (15 minutes)

**TRAINER NOTE:** Trainees stay in same groups they were in for previous exercise and answer the following questions:

**TRAINER ELICITS:** MOST PROGRAMS HAVE EXPECTATIONS OR REQUIREMENTS THAT RESIDENTS WILL MEET IN ORDER TO BE REFERRED TO PERMANENT HOUSING. WHAT MIGHT SOME OF THESE EXPECTATIONS BE? [Expected responses include:]

- Residents will participate in a certain number of transition groups per week
- Residents will meet with their primary case manager a certain number of times per week
- Residents will participate in developing housing goals with worker
- Residents will save a certain amount of money
- Residents will be required to participate in program under certain circumstances
- Residents will secure entitlements
- Residents will move within X months
- Residents will not use illegal drugs (use on-site may result in dismissal)
- Residents will participate in recovery services if actively abusing substances
- Residents with a psychiatric diagnosis will participate in psychiatric services

**BRIEF LECTURE:** The conditions we discussed all have a philosophical underpinning upon which they are built. It is helpful to discuss this philosophical approach to the work to avoid misunderstandings for both staff and program residents. Most successful transitional programs individualize services according to residents’ preferences and needs. For example, if a resident is a loner, he would not be expected to participate in groups unless the groups are necessary for him to meet his identified goals.

The program conditions help establish boundaries for residents. These boundaries can ensure a sense of safety and consistency during a resident's time at a transitional program.

**LEARNING POINT:** The importance of considering the conditions of residency is paramount to successful outcome. Residents should have a clear understanding of what is expected of them in the transition process.
III.D: LINKAGES WITH SERVICES IN THE LOCAL CONTINUUM OF CARE (10 minutes)

BRIEF LECTURE:

In order to help your residents access permanent housing, it is important that you know the available services and resources in the community where the person may live. Few housing programs can meet the total and far-reaching range of residents’ needs without developing linkages to services outside the residence. A population of tenants with different needs will mean there must be a wide array of services and resources, and obviously, the success of a transitional program depends upon its ability to move residents into permanent housing.

The Federal government has developed a comprehensive, coordinated and flexible approach to assist in the development of affordable housing and services. Through the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) Consolidated Plan Process, state and local officials can identify and prioritize needs and resources and make plans to fund the development of such resources. This approach has given states and communities a framework and resources to address the complex needs of homeless people, and allows funding to be targeted to meet area needs such as the development of new housing and service options. If you would like to become more familiar with the Continuum of Care planning process in your area, call your local HUD office.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE SERVICES AND RESOURCES YOU WANT TO FIND OUT ABOUT IN YOUR AREA AND THE AREA WHERE YOU ARE HELPING PEOPLE TO ACCESS PERMANENT HOUSING? [Expected responses include:]

- Housing options
- Levels of supports
- Acceptance criteria for each
- Psychiatric clinics and hospitals
- Day programs, support groups, advocacy groups
- Medical facilities
- Substance abuse programs, detox centers, groups such as AA and NA
- Benefit offices (social security, public assistance)
- Legal services
- Child care
- Vocational services
**TRAINER ELICITS:** HOW CAN YOU FIND OUT ABOUT SUCH SERVICES? [Expected responses include:]

- Word of mouth (from residents, staff and other services agencies)
- Resource directories
- Internet
- Government offices

**LEARNING POINT:** Collateral supports are imperative in both transitional housing and upon moving residents into permanent housing.
III.E: CREATING A CULTURE OF TRANSITION (20–35 minutes)

BRIEF LECTURE:

Successful transitional programs report that they strive to create a culture that supports movement into permanent housing. The paradox of an effective program is that its greatest strength, that of creating a warm, engaging environment where residents feel respected and safe, can also be its downfall. Residents may not want to leave. Programs must focus on helping residents transition while recognizing residents must first experience a sense that safe, secure housing is possible. As such, creating a culture that supports and reinforces transition is critical. All norms, rituals, rules and values would enforce this kind of culture.

TRAINER NOTE: Ask trainees to read the case on creating a culture of transition. See HANDOUT #9: CREATING A CULTURE OF TRANSITION CASE and answer the question: “In what way has the program not created a ‘culture of transition’?”

CREATING A CULTURE OF TRANSITION CASE

Review the following scenario of a person residing in a transitional housing program. In what ways do you believe the program has not created a “culture of transition”?

Ralph was referred to a transitional program by the shelter where he resided. At the time of intake, Ralph was asked about his psychiatric, medical, housing, substance use and judicial history. Staff members also described the structure of the program, services the program offered and included the philosophy of the program, which was consumer driven. Great lengths were taken to describe additional improvements staff has made to ensure that residents are comfortable, such as aesthetic alterations, laundry amenities and additional recreational activities. Ralph was asked if he had any questions, comments or suggestions, to which he replied no. Staff was pleased to learn that Ralph would be closer to his family and friends if accepted into their program.

Ralph was accepted into the program and upon his arrival, staff members provided an orientation that included some basic house rules. Ralph was informed that he needed to meet with the on-site psychiatrist, that ongoing meetings with his case manager were necessary and that he was required to participate in therapeutic groups. Lastly, he was informed of the medication schedule, hours meals were served and the curfew. Ralph was escorted to his double occupancy room and was delighted to find that he did not have a roommate. He was invited to make himself comfortable, unpack and after settling in, would be asked to participate in services.
After three days, Ralph began to participate in a few of the groups, had not met with the psychiatrist and met with his case manager, once for 30–45 minutes. The case manager focused on Ralph’s psychosocial, paying close attention to his childhood experiences. During the next week, Ralph met with his case manager who obtained an extensive psychiatric history, including his feelings about medication. When Ralph revealed that he had had quite a few negative experiences with psychiatrists, his case manager was very empathetic. Ralph felt he would be ready to meet the doctor within the next week. His case manager stated that a tentative appointment would be arranged the following week.

For the next two weeks, Ralph was observed enjoying time with other residents and appeared to be adjusting very well to the program. He participated in one additional recreational group, met with his case manager on a regular basis and planned to meet with the psychiatrist the following week. His case manager encouraged him to announce at the next community meeting how well he was adjusting to the program. Ralph, although nervous, agreed. He also reported that he never thought being in a program could be so positive.

**TRAINER’S KEY:** There are several areas the program described that do not create a culture of transition towards permanent housing:

1. **The goal of the program, assisting residents move toward permanent housing, was not discussed with Ralph.**

2. **Staff did not emphasize that the program was transitional and all services provided were leading toward permanent housing.**

3. **Staff did not clearly define expectations the program had for Ralph or review the expectations Ralph had for the transitional staff:**
   - Ralph was not given clear timeframes for his participation in any service provisions.
   - It appeared the staff members were focused on making Ralph comfortable more so than providing guidelines. Staff described ways the program improved conditions for tenant comfort. Staff did not explore how having friends and family nearby would impact Ralph’s progress toward housing.
   - A thorough review of house rules, their purpose and consequences for violations did not take place.
   - A contract between Ralph and his worker, which would delineate roles and include a time frame for participation in activities to
obtain permanent housing, did not take place. Ralph put off meeting with the psychiatrist and he decided when he would do this.

4. Ralph was given a “single room” which would create a high comfort level, make it difficult for another person to move in and may not be therapeutically sound for an individual new to a transitional program.

5. By being encouraged to talk in the community meeting about his adjustment to the program, Ralph was rewarded for behavior unrelated to the housing process.

**TRAINER NOTE:** See **HANDOUT #10: CREATING A CULTURE OF TRANSITION.**

**DEFINE, COMMUNICATE AND REINFORCE THE GOAL OF OBTAINING HOUSING**

- Begin this process during the intake process
- Every service, group, activity and intervention should promote the resident’s ability to obtain permanent housing

**LET RESIDENTS KNOW WHAT THEY CAN EXPECT FROM THE TRANSITIONAL STAFF**

- Allow residents to articulate their expectations from staff
- Clarify any discrepancies in expectations
- Develop a contract between worker and resident delineating who will do what and in what time frame
- Periodically review the contract and celebrate accomplishments met

**MAKE PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS CLEAR TO ALL RESIDENTS UPON INTAKE**

- If possible, have expectations as part of a written welcome guide (multi-language if necessary)
- Include program participation requirements
- Review time frames for completing activities or obtaining housing
- Communicate consequences for breaking rules
- Answer any questions new resident may have regarding expectations

**BUILD A PROGRAMMATIC REWARD STRUCTURE FOR HOUSING PLACEMENT**

- Host public celebrations for residents who are moving into a new home
- Present a “move-in package” gift
- Hold alumni reunions
- Have former residents return to speak to newer residents
- Publicly acknowledge achievements toward obtaining housing

**LEARNING POINTS:** Every service provided in transitional programs should promote the goal of obtaining permanent housing, and staff should actively highlight how services are related to that goal.
IV. ASSISTING RESIDENTS IN THE TRANSITION PROCESS
IV.A: AREAS OF ASSESSMENT FOR HOUSING PLACEMENT (20–35 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: See HANDOUT #11: AREAS OF ASSESSMENT FOR HOUSING PLACEMENT.

BRIEF LECTURE:

One of the most important steps in assisting residents in the transition process is to assess their independent living skills and identify the supports they may need in order to be accepted into housing and to meet the obligations of tenancy once accepted. It is important that this assessment process include the perspective of both the resident and worker. We'll be discussing later how to proceed when the worker and resident disagree about the assessment and about appropriate housing options.

You may be given some of this information when residents enter your transitional programs; other things you will need to find out as you get to know the resident better. This process of assessing a resident's housing readiness will go on over time and will require that you engage with the resident.

TRAINER NOTE: EXERCISE INSTRUCTIONS — Break trainees into groups so that each group has a few category headings below. List headings on flipchart. Instruct groups to discuss what types of things they would want to consider under each heading in order to assess what a person needs to be accepted into housing. Come back and write responses on flipchart and discuss findings.

APPLICANT PREFERENCES

- Number of roommates
- Cooking facilities
- Laundry/lines provided/clean own room
- Shared/own bathroom
- Location
- Curfews
- Visitor policy
- Pets
- Level of safety/security
- Sobriety
- Groups/day program
• Money management
• Mix of people in facility

PSYCHIATRIC FUNCTIONING
• Current mental status
• History of high-risk behaviors
• Treatment attitudes and understanding of illness
• History of hospitalizations
• Judgement, impulse control, memory and concentration
• History of treatment
• History and compliance of psychotropic medications

MEDICAL STATUS
• Unmanaged, undiagnosed or contagious illness
• How independent is applicant in obtaining medical help?
• Special Needs: e.g., diet, medication
• HIV Status
• Compliance with medication regimen
• Incontinence
• Ambulatory functioning

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING SKILLS
• Ability and motivation to improve skills
• Hygiene, housekeeping and cleaning one’s living space
• Shopping, cooking and maintaining a proper diet
• Budgeting and prioritizing needs and activities
• Household knowledge and safety

COMMUNITY LIVING SKILLS
• Communicating or interacting in public
• Accessing other systems/keeping appointments
• Traveling, banking, using the post office, library and other community services
• Discriminating danger/asserting and protecting oneself
MOTIVATION TO OBTAIN HOUSING
- Applicant’s current living situation
- Feelings and fears that affect motivation
- Attitude and behavior toward and throughout the placement process

SUBSTANCE USE/ABUSE
- Signs and symptoms of current use
- Consequences of use
- History of use
- History of treatment
- Applicant’s assessment of the impact of substance use on his/her life

ENTITLEMENTS
- Current Status
- History regarding problems with entitlements
- Barriers to obtaining entitlements

SOCIAL SKILLS AND NEEDS
- Need or desire for interaction with family, friends and partners
- Privacy Needs
- Level of comfort in groups, both formal and informal
- Does the applicant’s belief system or behavior affect social functioning?

HOUSING HISTORY AND PATTERNS
- Causes of homelessness
- Long-term institutionalization (e.g., hospital, shelter)
- Unserviced housing
- Serviced or supportive housing
- Family or significant others

**TRAINER NOTE:** See HANDOUT #12: HOUSING PREFERENCE QUESTIONS FOR RESIDENTS.
**TRAINER STATES:** Exploring the resident’s housing preferences sends the message that the decision-making process is mutual and not a directive from the worker. It also provides valuable information to the worker about the resident’s expectations. We must not underestimate the importance of hope and its impact in supporting residents’ ability to achieve the goal of accessing housing. Studies have shown that many residents who have succeeded in securing and maintaining housing point out that someone believed in them even if they had given up believing in themselves.

**LEARNING POINTS:** The worker’s assessment of the resident is crucial in making a good match to housing. We try to understand areas where the person needs help in order to be accepted into housing, as well as areas that will need intermittent or ongoing assistance after moving. We must understand our residents’ goals and housing preferences and help them build the skills needed to reach those goals. If we disagree about housing options, we remain professional and try not to persuade the resident of how right or wrong choices are. Instead, we open up a discussion of what they want and need in terms of housing.
IV.B: BUILDING SKILLS NEEDED FOR MAINTAINING HOUSING (15 minutes)

TRAINEER NOTE: See HANDOUT #13: HOUSING SKILLS AND SUPPORTS CHECKLIST.

TRAINEER STATES: Having identified the skills or resources a resident may need to access or maintain housing, the transitional program will usually provide the residents with the opportunity to build and practice these skills and obtain additional resources. This can be done in groups and individually.

TRAINEER NOTE: Use flipchart to list the following 12 skills. Ask the group to come up with ideas for providing residents with the opportunity to build and practice each skill, discuss which skills might benefit from group discussion or practice and think about specific areas to focus on under each skill topic. Trainer can begin by using Money Management as an example, and state: “We would want to prepare our residents for paying rent and this might be done through a budgeting group, referrals to employment or vocational counselors and discussions about working with a case manager to secure entitlements. Discussions about an individual’s history of money management or rent payment are best held in a private setting.”

- MONEY MANAGEMENT SKILLS AND ABILITY TO PAY RENT — Keep up with entitlement, benefits paperwork, cash checks, teach budgeting skills and plan ahead to ensure adequate funds available.

- PERSONAL HYGIENE SKILLS — Bathing, washing clothes, buying and using toiletries, dressing appropriate to weather, clarifying expectations and helping residents meet them, offer haircutting and hairstyling groups, manicures and other ADL skills.

- TRAVEL SKILLS — Use of public transportation, following directions, exploring the area prior to moving whenever possible and developing transportation routes, the best markets, safest areas to walk, and accessing special transportation for any disabilities resident may have.

- SOCIAL SKILLS AND SUPPORTS — Sensitivity to and respect for the needs and rights of others, conflict-management skills and ability to maintain positive relationships. Discuss the expected tenancy in the new housing and educate residents about some of the behaviors people may exhibit. Talk about ways to get to know people, what it takes to be a good neighbor, how to be sensitive to others needs, and offer sober alternatives for socialization.
• AWARENESS OF SERVICE NEEDS AND ABILITY TO SEEK AND ACCEPT HELP — This area is best discussed individually and not in a group setting. Discussing the resident’s history of relapse or decompensation and signs that indicate a need to seek assistance before a crisis develops.

• COMMUNICATION SKILLS — Teaching communication, listening and mediation skills, ensure ability to make needs known and ask for clarification when not clear about what others have said.

• ABILITY TO MANAGE HEALTH AND PSYCHIATRIC CARE — Making and keeping appointments, manage Medicaid or health insurance paperwork requirements, taking medication as prescribed, advocating and communicating with doctors.

• SHOPPING AND COOKING SKILLS — Ability to obtain meals by buying and cooking food, storing food properly, preparing economical meals and ensuring proper nutrition.

• HOUSEKEEPING SKILLS — Ability to clean space, wash sheets, remove garbage regularly, keep out mice and insects, removing excess clutter, maintaining plumbing [i.e., removing hairs from drain, keeping large items out of toilet].

• AWARENESS OF SUBSTANCE USE, RELAPSE PATTERNS AND CONSEQUENCES OF USE — Help identify disruptive behavior, possible deteriorated health, explore ability/inability to work, relapse triggers, support network and use of leisure time.

• ABILITY TO FOLLOW HOUSE RULES AND MEET OBLIGATIONS OF TENANCY — Resolving conflicts in a healthy manner, refraining from violence, wearing appropriate clothing in common spaces, keeping noise down during hours of sleep, participating in community meetings.

• ABILITY TO PURSUE SELF-IDENTIFIED GOALS — Planning, prioritizing and accessing needed resources, problem-solving and negotiation skills.

**LEARNING POINTS:** These skills are necessary, to different degrees depending upon the housing model, for living in the community. Transitional providers can use the skills checklist as part of their assessment process with residents and also give the list to residents to clarify independent living skills and areas needing assistance or improvement.
IV.C: DEVELOPING AN INDIVIDUALIZED HOUSING PLAN

TRAINER STATES: Most transitional housing programs develop an individualized housing plan with each resident. As the relationship between the worker and resident continues to build, more information will be available to assist with the transition. Because each plan will be distinct and tailored to the resident’s needs, it is important that one-on-one work occur between the resident and worker to continually assess the housing plan and make adjustments accordingly.

The housing plan provides a framework for the housing referral process and a means by which to measure progress toward goals. Plans should be regularly reviewed to measure progress. Goal setting is a fluid process and setbacks are to be expected. Be prepared to change goals and/or the steps to reaching them.

IV.C-1: GOAL SETTING (15 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: See HANDOUT #14: GOAL SETTING WORKSHEET; HANDOUT #15: THE PROCESS OF GOAL SETTING and HANDOUT #16: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOUSING NEGOTIATION PROCESS.

TRAINER ELICITS: AT TIMES, PERSONS WE WORK WITH COME UP WITH GOALS WE FEEL ARE UNREALISTIC, AND WE HAVE OTHER GOALS FOR THEM. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE GOALS WE USUALLY HAVE FOR PEOPLE? [Expected responses include:]

- Get sober
- Stabilize psychosis
- Enroll in a day program
- Address medical problems
- Take psychiatric medications
- Learn to socialize
- Improve hygiene

TRAINER ELICITS: HOW DO YOU THINK IT WOULD FEEL TO BE TOLD YOUR GOALS ARE UNREALISTIC OR TO HAVE SOMEONE ELSE’S GOALS IMPOSED ON YOU? [Expected responses include:]

- Invalidated
- Not trusted
- Incompetent
• Misunderstood
• Angry

**TRAINER NOTE:** GOAL EXERCISE INSTRUCTIONS: Break trainees into pairs. One person is the Worker, the other, the Resident. The Resident should take five minutes to talk to the Worker about a personal goal. If possible, it should be a real goal of the person playing the role. The Worker should try to convince the Resident that the goal is not realistic and unacceptable and that in their own best interest they should focus on this other goal (set by the Worker). The Worker should offer to help the Resident meet the goal set for them. Process how this felt for the Worker as well as for the Resident. If time allows, switch roles. Process how the resident feels as a result of this process.

**LEARNING POINT:** It is frustrating and curtails motivation when a resident’s goals are not taken seriously.

**IV.C-2: THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS** (20–35 minutes)

**TRAINER STATES:** How can we be supportive to residents and assist them in meeting their goals without joining in with unrealistic plans that we think are likely to result in failure or further loss? Let’s take the example of an elderly, mentally ill woman who never finished high school. She tells you, her caseworker, she wants to become a lawyer and buy her own house in an upscale neighborhood. Imagine that you have found her the “perfect” supportive housing opportunity, but she refuses to move. How could you continue working with her and being supportive without giving her false hopes? We would try to understand the meaning of her goal.

**TRAINER ELICITS:** WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ISSUES WE MAY WANT TO EXPLORE TO BETTER UNDERSTAND WHAT THIS GOAL MEANS TO HER? [Expected responses include:]

• What does she find attractive about becoming a lawyer?
• Does she have a role model who is a lawyer?
• What does it mean to be a lawyer? [money, respect, status, accomplishment?]
• Does she want to work in an office environment?
• Has she ever owned a home? [explore possible feelings of loss]
• What does owning a home represent to her?
BRIEF LECTURE:

It is important to clarify aspects of the job that appeal to her so that we can look for opportunities to duplicate these aspects in a goal that might be more attainable. We would do the same for her housing choice. Would she consider other options?

We can remain supportive while honestly educating her about what law school involves. This would include the costs, the tests necessary for acceptance into a program, the difficulty of the program and the time it takes to secure a degree. We can similarly educate her about housing costs, down payments and credit checks. We can acknowledge that everyone’s goals are personal and unique as is their path toward reaching them. Likewise, everyone will face different obstacles along the road to reaching their goals and part of our job is to point out what these obstacles might be. Nothing has to be final. This can be a step toward greater independence. By understanding the underlying feelings she has, some of these needs may be minimized.

TRAINER ELICITS: HOW CAN WE LET HER KNOW WE HEAR HER AND THAT WE ARE REALLY LISTENING? [Expected responses include:]

- We can reflect back what we hear to clarify and check our understanding. We do not want to assume anything.
- Empathize with any feelings about goal setting or past unmet goals. People with a mental illness have often had to seriously re-adjust their goals, and the realization of where “I am” as compared with where “I should be” or “thought I’d be” can be overwhelming.
- Help her establish and prioritize long- and short-term goals. Perhaps law school will remain a long-term goal, but we might point out that in our transitional setting, moving people into permanent housing in [XX] amount of time is our job. What are some steps she can take toward this goal? Often the steps necessary to achieve a resident’s self-expressed goal are the same as what the worker set for goals. Finding these common grounds can be the foundation to developing a positive helping relationship.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT MIGHT SOME OF THE STEPS LEADING TOWARD HER GOAL? [Expected responses include:]

- Getting a GED
- Volunteer to work in a law office or other office to develop skills
- Researching law schools to find out about cost and entrance requirements
- Managing any psychiatric symptoms — buy in might be related to law school, this is likely to involve seeing a psychiatrist and complying with treatment
• Joining a budgeting group, researching interim jobs that might help build her skills, test the waters and work toward saving some money
• Living in a supportive residence will give her an opportunity to strengthen her support network while working on her education

**BRIEF LECTURE:**

We can share with the resident our experience having worked with others. Let the person know what we have seen work and not work for other people. Discuss the energy requirements involved in securing permanent housing and combining that with simultaneously seeking a major career change. The stress is significant. This could cause psychiatric symptoms to increase. We would stress that our role is to help her succeed in meeting her goals and in securing safe, permanent housing, and we have experience in helping others do just this.

We can reinforce and celebrate achievements along the path toward reaching goals.

The goal setting worksheet (handout #14) can be used by residents and workers as a guide or contract, detailing the steps to reaching goals and who will be responsible for what. Note that barriers toward goals become a step in the process.

**WORKER/RESIDENT DISAGREEMENT ABOUT BEST HOUSING CHOICE**

Often, a resident will want a housing option that is different than the one you think is best for him. Some of the steps in this type of negotiation process might be to:

• Explore person’s housing preference (and its underlying meaning)
• Convey your interest in the person
• Have open discussions about what you both think
• Be honest with the person about what we disagree with
• Make sure person is educated about the housing options
• Remain connected to the person despite negative reactions to what you say
• Provide as much choice as possible and avoid power struggles
• Link your suggestions to person’s aspirations
• Reflect on what has helped the person in your program (i.e., “You seek out workers when you are upset. I’d like you to have that option in permanent housing.”)
• Link the person with others who have been successful in the option you recommend
• Agree to help person pursue his option if he agrees to improve the areas that you feel need improvement in order for him to succeed in that type of housing

**LEARNING POINTS:** It isn’t usually helpful to tell residents that their goals are unrealistic. Goals are our vision for what we’d like to achieve and our role is to help people break their goals down into realistic steps and to provide services to assist in attaining those goals. Even if they never reach that goal, the path toward it can be an enriching experience filled with opportunities for learning. Goal setting is a process of mutuality, and workers must resist the temptation to impose goals on residents.
IV. D: HOUSING REFERRAL (15 minutes)

TRAINER STATES: Miscommunication between a worker and resident over housing needs occurs frequently. It is not uncommon for residents unfamiliar with the process of accessing housing to refuse to consider any option other than an independent apartment. This kind of preference should be explored to better understand its meaning. Ask the resident to articulate what they want in their housing. For example, someone who states he wants his own apartment may mean he wants a door that locks so he can have some privacy. For someone else it may mean having her own kitchen and bathroom in addition to a private bedroom. By exploring the meaning, the worker can determine how best to assist the resident in finding reasonable housing options. Many people living in transitional settings have suffered a number of losses and we as workers should give careful consideration before making a housing referral so that we do not set anyone up to fail.

IV.D-1: EDUCATING RESIDENTS ABOUT HOUSING OPTIONS (15 minutes)

TRAINER STATES: Central to the process of assisting residents in the transition to permanent housing is providing information about the various options, what they can expect in these settings and what it takes to be accepted into different types of residences. This education process might be done individually, in groups or both.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT DO YOU THINK MIGHT BE SOME ADVANTAGES TO HAVING A REGULAR HOUSING GROUP? [Expected responses include:]

- Provides an opportunity to engage all residents in a discussion about housing
- Makes for a better use of time when inviting housing representatives who present on various housing models
- Creates an opportunity for residents to motivate and educate each other
- Provides natural peer supports
- People might be able to move into a building with other people they've met in a housing group

TRAINER ELICITS: What are some agenda options for a housing group? [Expected responses include:]

- Presentations on housing options including services offered, house rules, level of supervision, expectations of residents
- Pictures of housing options
- Tours of housing options
- Budgeting groups to help plan/save for needed furniture and household items
• Successful transitioned tenants coming back to present to residents
• Preparation and practice for the housing interview

**TRAINER STATES:** Because some residents are not comfortable in groups, we also want to offer some of this work individually. Staff must possess adequate time and skills to establish linkages with the range of housing providers available in the community. Depending on the area, there may be many options to choose from, or staff may need to be creative in developing alternatives, such as relationships with for-profit landlords and/or developing their own supportive housing to meet the needs of their residents.

When running a housing group, a goal might be that all residents will become aware of the steps needed to obtain housing. The assistance they can expect from the staff and what is expected of them must be clearly articulated. This includes deciding on a housing option that is appropriate, overcoming barriers to getting and keeping housing, making the physical move, linking with services in the new neighborhood and arranging for follow-up services from the referring agency.
IV.D-2: PREPARING FOR THE HOUSING INTERVIEW (25–35 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: See HANDOUT #17: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS.

BRIEF LECTURE:

In order to reduce anxiety about the housing interview, it is helpful to prepare applicants as much as possible. Depending on the needs of the individual, this might take the form of mock interviews or giving applicants a list of the typical types of questions they might be asked. Some people will want to practice the interview while others might feel comfortable just being briefed about what to expect from the interview. The main thing we want to avoid is having residents feel surprised and unprepared for their interview. Knowing what to expect can help ease anxiety.

Many interviewers will ask questions (i.e., mental health history, substance abuse history) to determine whether the special needs of a potential tenant have impacted their ability to maintain their housing in the past and if those needs are being addressed to avoid repeating that history. Additionally, many providers want to explore the specific needs of a potential tenant to ensure that their program can offer the support the tenant may need. The worker wants to help people to be as prepared as possible for the questions that may be asked in a housing interview. We’ll now briefly review the types of questions residents may potentially be asked during a housing interview. (For information on legal issues related to housing acceptance, trainees are referred to “Between the Lines: A Question and Answer Guide on Legal Issues in Supportive Housing-National Edition.” This guide is available at CSH.org.)

TRAINER NOTE: EXERCISE INSTRUCTIONS: Divide participants into four groups and give each group two of the category headings below. Ask the group to come up with questions for each heading. The trainer can use Housing History as an example, giving trainees the questions listed below. After ten minutes, ask each group to record responses on flipchart and discuss as a large group.

HOUSING HISTORY

- Where was the last place you lived?
- What precipitated the current episode of homelessness/need for housing?
- Is there a pattern and can the applicant identify it as such?
- Were you responsible for rent?
- Were you ever evicted?
- What past housing situations worked well/didn’t work for you?
• What was it about these situations that helped/hindered your ability to remain housed?

FINANCES
• What is your source of income? Amount?
• Do you cash your own checks?
• Do you or have you had a representative payee?
• Explain any past problems paying rent
• Do you usually have enough money to last through the month? If not, when do you typically run out?
• Do you want/would you accept assistance budgeting your money?
• Has anyone ever suggested this might be helpful to you?

MEDICAL/PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY
• Do you have any medical conditions?
• History of any problems?
• Are you seeing a doctor?
• Taking medications?
• Do you have any difficulties sleeping?
• If yes, what does it do for you (positive and negative)?
• Does anyone remind you to keep appointments or take meds?
• Do you need/are you willing to accept assistance managing your meds?
• Are you seeing a psychiatrist?
• Have you in the past?

HISTORY OF VIOLENCE/CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
• Have you ever needed assistance because of thoughts or attempt at hurting yourself or others?
• What were the circumstances?
• How did it impact your life?
• Have you ever been arrested?
• How much time have you spent in prison?

SUPPORT NETWORK/LEISURE ACTIVITIES
• Do you have contact with friends or family? How often?
• What do you do during the day?
• Are there things you’d like to do that we could help with?
• Mention groups or activities in the building and get ideas of areas of interest

EDUCATION/EMPLOYMENT
• What is the highest grade attended?
• What are your educational/vocational goals?
• Would you like assistance in this area?
• What are your job skills?
• Mention any GED classes, scholarship programs, etc. associated with the program

ADL SKILLS
• How do you keep your personal space?
• Do you cook for yourself? Typical menu? Do you enjoy cooking?
• How often do you shower?
• Are you comfortable shopping for yourself?
• Can you carry bags/manage transportation/walk?

COMMUNITY LIVING SKILLS
• What would you do if a neighbor played his/her music loudly at night?
• Would you be interested in attending tenant meetings in order to have input into decisions made about this community?
• How do you feel about living around people with (describe population in the building and any special needs, such as mental illness, HIV/AIDS, etc.)

SUBSTANCE USE
• How much do you drink or use other substances?
• What is the impact of using on your behavior?
• Have you ever lost your housing because of drug or alcohol use?
• What supports do you need in order to stay housed?

BRIEF LECTURE: Housing providers generally want to know four things about their potential residents: 1) will they pay their rent; 2) can we meet their service needs; 3) will they fit into our housing community and make a good neighbor; and 4) is this person being honest with me or are they hiding something. Interview preparation can
help applicants feel confident about their ability to secure safe, affordable housing. Interviewing can be a stressful process for most individuals. The better we can prepare residents for interviews, the greater ease they will feel when they do actually interview. This form of support is extremely important in the transition process. Again, what is legal to ask will differ based on the type of housing model the person is applying to.

**LEARNING POINTS:** Preparing residents for interviews is paramount in the placement of transitional individuals into permanent housing. The better prepared someone is, the greater chance of a more successful transition. Transitional program staff should be aware of Fair Housing laws and know which type of questions a potential housing placement is allowed to ask.
IV.E: MANAGING FEELINGS ABOUT THE MOVE (20–35 minutes)

TRAINER STATES: Part of our job includes helping residents manage feelings and handle the stress of the transition into permanent housing. For many, the transitional setting has been the safest environment they have had in a long time. Leaving this setting can bring up many feelings.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE FEELINGS RESIDENTS ARE LIKELY TO EXPERIENCE WHEN MOVING TO PERMANENT HOUSING? [Expected responses include:]

- Anxious about the change
- Angry or sad about leaving the known setting and staff
- Worried about failing
- Frustrated that it is not exactly how they planned it would be
- Elated about obtaining their own place

TRAINER STATES: Many people will experience all of the above emotions at different points in the transition process. It is our job to help residents talk about their grief over leaving staff, friends or the community to which they have become attached and their fears about moving from a setting that felt safe to an unknown setting where everything is new.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT ARE SOME AREAS WHERE STAFF WOULD FOCUS THEIR ATTENTION TO SUPPORT RESIDENTS WHO ARE DEALING WITH THE COMPLEX EMOTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH MOVE-RELATED CHANGES? [Expected responses include:]

- Transitional staff should be alert to the process of termination and anticipate negative feelings, such as anger or sadness about moving on.
- Elicit and help residents talk about their feelings related to leaving workers, friends, familiar routines and the community to which they have become attached.
- Provide a safe place to discuss fears about moving to an unknown setting where everyone and everything is new.
- The stressors of transitioning into permanent housing can sometimes precipitate relapse or decompensation and we should prepare residents for this possibility and strategize to avoid triggers (people, places, things associated with substance use).
- Assist and encourage residents to get involved in activities outside the transitional setting so they feel less dependent upon the setting.
- Normalize and help residents manage potential (or actual) rejection from a residence. Discuss reasons for rejection and use information to prepare for future interviews.
- Anticipate the potential for a resident sabotaging an interview or the process of securing permanent housing.

**TRAINER STATES:** For some people, the real stress comes after moving into their new permanent housing. Transitional programs have developed a variety of ways to follow-up and support residents who have moved out. Follow-up differs for programs depending on available staff and where people move. It can be an informal process where residents can visit the transitional program for support as needed or a staff person may visit residents in their new housing on a regular basis for a period of time after they move.

**TRAINER ELICITS:** WHAT ARE SOME WAYS A TRANSITIONAL PROGRAM CAN SUPPORT A FORMER RESIDENT WHO HAS TRANSITIONED INTO PERMANENT HOUSING? [Expected responses include:]
- Monthly or Quarterly alumni groups
- Graduates return to speak to residents
- Provide a period of contact with former residents and monitor adjustment
- Bridge the resident’s relationship with staff in new housing

**LEARNING POINTS:** The successful placement of residents from the transitional to the permanent housing setting requires that the program provide support to residents through the vulnerable transition period. Stress-management groups and other strategies to help residents manage anxiety about change and moving on need to be provided. The worker also needs to be alert to the process of termination and anticipate and deal with negative feelings in the face of change. Residents can feel more secure if they know they will continue to have contact with their worker for a period of time after the move.
V.A: IDENTIFYING OBSTACLES TO PERMANENT PLACEMENT (15 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: Write the category headings “Systemic Barriers to Housing,” “Personal Barriers to Housing” and “Problems in the Worker/Resident Relationship” on flipchart and ask participants to give examples of each. See HANDOUT #18: OBSTACLES IN THE TRANSITION TO PERMANENT HOUSING. Then go back and discuss ways of overcoming each individual obstacle, except the systemic obstacles, which we agree take more of a long-term, advocacy approach.

TRAINER STATES: The process to transition someone from your program into permanent housing is a difficult one compounded by a variety of obstacles. Let’s take a minute to look at some of these obstacles.

TRAINER ELICITS: WE’LL START BY EXPLORING SYSTEMIC OBSTACLES. WHAT DO YOU THINK I MEAN BY THAT? [Expected responses include:]

- Lack of safe, decent, affordable housing
- Landlord prejudice — based on race, culture or special needs
- Lack of sufficient income resulting from inability to get a job or entitlements due to immigration status or special needs.

TRAINER STATES: We all know the importance of advocacy on behalf of our residents, but we are often too overwhelmed with helping individuals to have much time or energy left over to advocate for systemic changes that would improve the lives of low income people. These obstacles are most effectively addressed through sustained pressure from staff, residents and the government representatives who have the power to fund housing development and change policy. Agencies can ban together to form coalitions and provider groups to increase the strength of their voice.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT ARE SOME PERSONAL BARRIERS RESIDENTS MAY HAVE THAT CAN GET IN THE WAY OF FINDING PERMAMENT HOUSING? [Expected responses include:

- Mental illness
- Substance abuse
- MICA
- Poor credit history
- Criminal history
- Age 18–25
- Illegal immigrant status
- Medical problems
- Budgeting problems
- Anxiety over change

**TRAINER STATES:** Our role is to assist our residents in gaining the skills necessary for securing and maintaining housing. We can provide education about any patterns or behaviors that are negatively influencing their ability to reach their goals, and we can offer non-judgmental assistance for dealing with those behaviors.

**TRAINER ELICITS:** LASTLY, WHAT MIGHT BE SOME BARRIERS INVOLVING PROBLEMS IN THE WORKER/RESIDENT RELATIONSHIP? [Expected responses includes:]

- Residents’ lack of trust of the worker or program
- Miscommunication over housing needs and preferences
- Resident difficulty in transitioning to permanent housing and terminating with worker — “shelterization”
- Worker pushing his/her own agenda

**TRAINER STATES:** Staff must explore and understand the housing preferences of residents while remaining aware that it takes time and trust, or an engagement process, in order for residents to feel comfortable sharing personal information. Staff should make consistent outreach efforts to residents while allowing the resident to have input into the content and duration of contacts.

**LEARNING POINT:** Importance of recognizing potential obstacles that can assist the worker in the helping relationship. These obstacles can be systemic, personal and part of the worker/resident relationship.
V.B: STRATEGIES FOR OVERCOMING OBSTACLES (15–25 minutes)

**BRIEF LECTURE:** We won't go into depth about specific strategies for all the obstacles we listed, but will give an overview. More details will emerge in a moment when we review some case examples. We have already discussed some, such as budgeting problems, anxiety over change and the importance of clarifying housing preferences.

- **MENTAL ILLNESS** — A goal in transitional settings is to stabilize psychiatric symptoms. It is beneficial to continue services in the same clinic after moving, whenever possible, to provide a sense of continuity and support. Disorganization often accompanies mental illness and we can help establish systems for helping residents to take medications, make it to appointments, etc. Repeated, predictable patterns of interaction are key to developing a sense of trust and understanding when working with residents who have a mental illness. We want to de-stigmatize and normalize any psychiatric diagnosis and take steps to build compliance with treatment. We may act as a liaison between the doctor and resident by accompanying them to the clinic and encouraging them to talk with the doctor about the negative and positive aspects of treatment. We can identify positive reactions and responses to psychiatric medications and help link treatment to housing goals.

- **SUBSTANCE ABUSE** — In most transitional settings, staff work with residents toward sobriety and assist in dealing with episodes of relapse. This topic could be a whole training in itself, and we will not have time to go into detail today. Instead, we'll focus on how we can deal with some of the common behaviors exhibited by substance users. Many people abusing substances can experience mood swings and exhibit anger or participate in criminal activity. We want to point out to residents how these behaviors interfere with their ability to get or keep housing, working toward changing the behaviors, rather than getting into a power struggle over a diagnosis such as “alcoholic” or “drug abuser.” We can work to engage the resident in a trusting relationship where it is o.k. to talk about drug and alcohol use. If we become angry or disappointed when residents relapse or use substances, it is unlikely they will feel comfortable discussing such use with us. We must instead remain non-judgmental and maintain an open and honest dialogue about the substance use and its impact on the residents’ life and ability to obtain and remain housed.

- **SHELTERIZATION** — When we see that a resident has adapted to the routine in the transitional setting and is able to function well within it, our tendency is to view this as evidence of their strengths. Sometimes, without realizing it, we actually foster their dependency on the program and fail to see that a
problem has developed, and we need to organize service planning around it. Often, a shelterized resident will not verbalize his/her desire to stay in the setting, realizing that the expectation is that they move on. Instead, they go along with the workers’ plans up until a point, and then may sabotage placement attempts. We want to share our concerns once we suspect what is motivating such residents and open a dialogue about moving on. We also want to stress our mandate to move people into permanent housing. The key is to investigate the secondary gains associated with the current circumstances.

**LEARNING POINTS:** The skills and knowledge needed to deal with these barriers to placement are clinical in nature. If a resident is in denial about a problem that is blocking the placement process, it takes clinical skills to work through the denial. Whether this is through the building of a trusting relationship, reality testing or assisting residents in building self-esteem. Staff should receive training and practice opportunities to develop these important skills.
V.C: CASE EXAMPLES (25-35 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: See HANDOUT #19: THE TRANSITION TO PERMANENT HOUSING: CASE EXAMPLES. Break into groups and give one case to each group.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES? HOW SHOULD YOU HANDLE THE SITUATION? WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT (WHAT STAFF SHOULD DO)?

1. Tom, a substance abuser in recovery for the past two years, has always been extremely motivated to move into his own place. For the past six months, he's been living in the transitional housing program and has been the model resident, leading groups and orienting incoming residents. He was thrilled to be accepted into a beautiful, newly renovated residence and is scheduled to move this month. Lately, he has been rude to staff, gotten into arguments with residents and exhibited negative behaviors the staff never saw from him before. A resident told staff she thought she saw him hanging out with the neighborhood drug runners. He refuses to discuss his erratic behavior.

TRAINER KEY: Issues to address include possible “shelterization” and fear of leaving the safe, known environment. Would want to assess possible relapse and provide additional support through transition period. Work toward opening a dialogue about feelings related to the move. Would not be helpful to accuse him or force him to admit use. Ask him what is going on.

2. Sue, who has a mental illness, is doing her best to comply with the shelter staff and takes steps toward getting her own housing. However, she periodically disappears and returns several weeks later. It's never clear where she's been, but she returns disheveled and off her psychotropic medications. This is the third time it has happened in the past year, and some staff of the shelter don’t think she should be given another chance. Her level of motivation for housing is unclear, but she consistently says she does not want to live in a highly structured setting “like a hospital.”

TRAINER KEY: Link her housing choice with her behavior and point out that it’s unlikely she’d be accepted in a less structured setting due to her inconsistency. Open dialogue about her goals and how her behavior is interfering with her ability to reach them. Refer to negotiation steps discussed in training. Consider a contract, specifying what the worker and Sue will each do to help her secure housing. The contract could include consequences for either party not holding up their end of the agreement.
3. The shelter where Ellen is staying has an eight-month time limit. Both the staff and Ellen feel she is prepared for permanent housing and ready to meet all the obligations of tenancy. She has been rejected from four residences because she “lacks insight into her mental illness.” Ellen refuses to accept that she has a chronic mental illness but has consistently taken psychotropic medications for the past year because she says it helps her sleep. She becomes angry in interviews when asked to discuss her visits to the psychiatrist.

**TRAINER KEY:** The shelter is responsible for establishing contacts and developing relationships with housing providers. It is important to educate these providers about the referrals and to advocate on their behalf, as necessary. In this case, what are the behaviors that are interfering with her ability to get housing? If her lack of insight refers to the fact that she does not identify herself as mentally ill, how does this impact her ability to get and keep housing? If she has consistently complied with psychiatric treatment, why does it matter whether or not she agrees to a diagnosis? The shelter staff can prepare her as well as the interviewer for dealing with the question of her psychiatric history. Perhaps she would be comfortable talking about it in terms of an anxiety or sleeping problem. The emphasis should be put upon her behavior and taken away from her willingness to agree to a label.

4. Mel, a low income working man, is not interested in any of the housing options he’s been shown. He calls them cheap dumps for the crazies. “I want a nice house of my own with a garden. I’m holding out for what I deserve.”

**TRAINER KEY:** Help educate Mel about available housing options and realistically identify his housing and service needs. Explore the meaning of “a nice house of my own with a garden.” What exactly does that choice mean? A private apartment with his own bathroom and cooking area? Would a shared garden be acceptable? Staff would also want to talk about the types of people who live in affordable residences and be honest if people with special needs might be living there. Find out why Mel mentioned “the crazies.” Has he had a bad experience living near a mentally ill person or a substance abuser in the past? We could also talk about being a good neighbor and how to handle various conflict situations that might arise in any living community.
5. Will moved into his own place a couple of months ago after getting a job. He has spent years working on his sobriety. Everything was great for the first few weeks and then he started oversleeping, getting to work late and feeling like he didn’t have the energy to do much of anything.

*TRAINER KEY: Assess possibility of relapse and open a dialogue about how he’s feeling about the transition into his own place. Perhaps he is experiencing loneliness. Without judging, offer support. Ask if Will would like to return to a substance group at the transitional residence or if the worker can call him each morning for the next couple of weeks. If he has relapsed, remind him this is normal and does not indicate a complete setback. Work toward getting back to work on time so that he doesn’t lose his job. Make linkages with the staff in the permanent housing so that everyone is giving Will the same message of support.*

6. Tina was released from prison last year and has not done well on any of her housing interviews. She cursed at one interviewer who asked about her ability to pay rent and intimidated another saying, “One way or another I always get what I want, and I want to live here.” The shelter staff feel she is ready to move and don’t take her threats seriously.

*TRAINER KEY: When working with people reintegrating into the community outside of prison, it is important to be sensitive to authority-related issues and to assist consumers in getting the respect they deserve without their needing to resort to threats or intimidation tactics. Staff can help consumers dress for success, practice using language that is respectful and highlight strengths and qualities that make the person pleasant to be around.*
VI: CONCLUSION (10–20 minutes)

TRAINER NOTE: Bring closure to the training by reviewing the highlights of the day. Ask for questions and comments about the content.

BRIEF LECTURE:

Let’s review some of what we learned today.

- The staff in transitional residences must work to develop trusting relationships with their residents if they are to match them to successful housing options.

- It takes time for people to share personal information, and this time may be extended for people with special needs or for those who have had negative experiences with service providers in the past. There is no shortcut for this engagement process, and we as staff must look for opportunities to learn about residents’ interests and goals.

- We want to take time to explore the individual housing preference.

- Housing focused on transition should be designed so that it supports residents’ ability to achieve the goal of accessing housing.

- A clean, safe, well-designed residence can provide a powerful incentive to seek permanent housing. Living in such a setting can raise some residents’ expectations for what is possible in permanent housing.

TRAINER ELICITS: WHAT WERE SOME OF THE MAIN POINTS WE DISCUSSED REGARDING ASSISTING RESIDENTS IN THE TRANSITION PROCESS? [Expected responses include:]

- Assess areas for housing placement.
- Build skills needed to maintain housing
- Develop an individualized housing plan
- Manage feelings about moving
- Address obstacles by identifying them and strategize how to overcome them

LEARNING POINT: Trainer will review significant points of the training and clarify any remaining questions.
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HOMELESSNESS: CASE EXAMPLES

QUESTION 1: What were the losses these individuals experienced as a result of becoming homeless?

QUESTION 2: What impact might these experiences have on their transition to permanent housing?

MARGARET

Margaret, a 40-year-old woman, was referred to the transitional program from the shelter where she had resided for six years. Margaret wears many layers of clothing, seldom eats and will not travel beyond one block of the residence. She has no identification and cannot contact any family member, as she is unaware of their whereabouts. Margaret revealed to her worker that when she was younger, she was employed as a receptionist and lived in another state with her three daughters. Unable to find work, she wandered through the streets begging people for food that she would take home to feed her children. She reported that one day she came home to find her apartment boarded up, her belongings on the street, and her children gone. After that, Margaret moved from state to state “trying to find work and my children,” always refusing to accept assistance. She often says to her worker, “I do not need your help. What kind of a woman would I be if I can’t even take care of my own babies?”

JUAN

Juan is a 55-year-old male who was referred to the transitional program by street outreach workers who found him living in a cardboard box under a bridge. Juan was a successful entrepreneur, until he had a psychotic episode at the age of 45 and lost his business. He, his wife and two children moved in with his eldest sister and despite several efforts, Juan could not find employment. Whenever he had an interview he was unable to get up in time. He was hospitalized on several occasions, prescribed medication and released to his sister’s home. After his family refused to take him back, Juan became homeless and lived under the bridge for years. He accumulated many random items, waited until nightfall to enter garbage dumpsters for food and was afraid to talk to people. Now, though he is living at the transitional residence, he spends his days keeping to himself, collecting items from the street and looking for his sister. He remains non-compliant with medication.
MARK

Mark is a 30-year-old male who was placed in a foster home at the age of 9 because of physical abuse and neglect. In his teens, he was moved to a group home, where he became involved in many physical conflicts with his peers. Mark was treated for this aggressive behavior with a mood stabilizer. At the age of 22, he moved to a permanent supportive residence where he received additional supports and therapy to deal with his anger, and he prospered. He was a volunteer, a leader amongst his peers and an active member of the tenant’s association. After hearing that the residence would be undergoing renovations and tenants would relocate to other rooms, Mark became very frustrated and verbally lashed out at his service providers. He eventually left the facility, rendering him homeless. The shelter where he stayed referred him to a transitional program. The staff quickly realized that he was drinking and doing drugs. When confronted about this, he told the workers that the only true friends he had were the people he got high with. He stated that the people in the residence, “especially the ones with so-called degrees,” had ruined his life.

MARY

Mary is a 52-year-old female who was referred to a transitional housing program after living in a domestic violence shelter for one month. She states that although she feels safer in relation to her husband, she often thinks of how much her life has changed. She does not feel that she can contact her family or return to her job, as her husband may then find her. Due to her religious belief that a wife should never leave her husband, she never shared her situation with those who were close to her and she often believes that the abuse was somehow her fault. Mary often appears disoriented and sometimes says she feels like she is “living in a dream.” When she focuses on her current living situation, she gets depressed. She attempts to purchase new items for herself but usually doesn’t complete the task. Most often, she just wants to stay inside.
UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF HOMELESSNESS

The profound and far-reaching impact of the homeless experience cannot be underestimated if supportive housing providers are to fully appreciate the service needs of the people they house. This handout outlines some common reactions to being without a home and implications for service providers.

**LOSSES:** Homeless people risk losing everything that made the world a safe, predictable and ordered place. Some of these losses include:

- Loss of power
- Loss of self-esteem and identity
- Loss of connection to people
- Loss of possessions
- Loss of routine
- Loss of control over their lives
- Loss of pride
- Loss of support network
- Lack of privacy, nutrition, sleep

Considering the extreme and devastating nature of the losses listed above, we can expect people to have many feelings that are painful for them to manage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEELINGS</th>
<th>BEHAVIORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fearful</td>
<td>Protective, Hoarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>Guarded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty</td>
<td>Self-destructive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shameful</td>
<td>Isolated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>Lashing out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustrated</td>
<td>Needy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stigmatized</td>
<td>Sick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthless</td>
<td>Unproductive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OUR ROLE AS STAFF IS TO:**

- Build trusting relationships
- Provide a safe, predictable environment
- Accept people as they are
- Offer choices whenever possible
- Empower people to make decisions about their homes
- Support each person’s individual goals
- Give people many opportunities to succeed, recover and grow
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**ADJUSTMENTS IN THE MOVE TO PERMANENT HOUSING**

In making the move from a transitional setting to permanent housing, people can find themselves ill-prepared for all the changes. People with special needs often have a difficult time dealing with change and the accompanying stress. It can be helpful to discuss the expectations and changes *prior* to moving so that adequate preparation time is possible.

- **RENT MUST BE PAID ON TIME EVERY MONTH** — This requires budgeting skills and planning ahead to ensure adequate funds are available.

- **IT WILL TAKE TIME AND EFFORT TO EXPLORE THE NEW NEIGHBORHOOD** — It can be unsettling to find new services, the best prices, the safest areas, transportation routes, etc.

- **DEPENDING ON THE SETTING, TENANTS MAY BE EXPECTED TO LIVE MORE INDEPENDENTLY** — This is particularly true for people moving from the hospital or some shelters. Staff will probably have daytime-only hours, and in many settings tenants will be expected to seek the services they need.

- **NEIGHBORS IN THE BUILDING MAY HAVE SPECIAL NEEDS** — If the housing has a mixed tenancy (people with special needs, people with HIV/AIDS, people abusing substances, people of different ages and/or low income working people), prospective tenants should be aware of this. If needed, tenant should be educated about some of the behaviors and services they may see.

- **TENANTS ARE EXPECTED TO FOLLOW HOUSE RULES** — The majority of supportive housing projects have house rules. While some rules may be lease based and others may not, tenants usually participate in developing at least some of the rules of the house. Knowing and agreeing to the rules prior to move in can help increase “buy in” and cooperation.

- **SOCIALIZATION OPPORTUNITIES MAY CHANGE** — Buildings have a culture of their own and an unwritten code of conduct for acceptable behavior. There may be parties, activities, groups and other social opportunities for tenants and these may be different than what some people are accustomed to. Some tenants might enjoy the new opportunities, while others might experience increased anxiety or negative feelings about the events. Most of us are most comfortable with what is familiar.
Tasks Related to Accessing Housing

Prior to Application

- Complete assessment and service plan for resident.
- Identify appropriate housing category. If possible, set up housing tours.
- Negotiate the option with resident and come to agreement on choice.
- Positively reinforce the choice (if appropriate).
- Complete necessary paperwork such as housing, psychosocial, medical and psychiatric evaluations, and housing provider applications.

Application for Specific Housing

- Make referral to housing provider: Update any materials (i.e., psychosocial) and send necessary paperwork to provider.
- Contact provider to clarify information in materials or provide any missing details and set up interview.
- Educate yourself and resident about facility, eligibility, interview process, documents needed and expectations.
- Practice role-playing interview.
- Assist resident in managing difficult feelings prompted by the impending placement. Telltale behaviors and attitudes might include: loss of motivation; decompensation; loss of insight and/or inability to manage mental illness; sabotage of needed supports; refusal to cooperate with placement process.
- Prepare resident for outcome (acceptance and/or rejection).
- Prepare housing provider for interview with resident.

Processing the Outcome

- Help resident manage rejection.
- Help resident manage acceptance.

Preparing for the Move

- Purchase needed household items.
- Identify and link with needed services in the new neighborhood.
- Complete change of address for entitlements, etc.

Post-Placement Tasks

- Complete service hook-ups.
- Monitor resident’s adjustment.
- Bridge resident’s relationship with staff of new facility.
- Terminate.
SERV ICE PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

This handout outlines issues for consideration when developing or revising the service program in a transitional setting.

GOALS OF PROGRAM: Program goals will drive your service program design. Consideration should be given to how goals will translate to the day-to-day operations.
- Move people into safe, affordable permanent housing in a given time period
- Build skills needed to meet obligations of tenancy
- Increase or stabilize residents’ income
- Increase awareness of substance use/abuse patterns
- Begin/maintain recovery from substance abuse
- Reduce symptoms and increase awareness of symptoms of mental illness and effects of psychotropic medications

RECIPIENTS OF PROGRAM SERVICES: Consideration should be given to those who will be served by the transitional program.
- Anyone in need of housing
- People with special needs, including mental illness, chemical dependency, criminal histories, physical limitations, histories of homelessness
- People willing and able to comply with program requirements

PHILOSOPHY OF SERVICE PROVISION/THEORY OF HOW YOU’LL REACH GOALS: Know your organizational mission, vision, and philosophy of service provision. What are the beliefs and values that underpin your work?
- Voluntary vs mandated program participation
- Relationship between this program and the organizational mission, vision and philosophy

TYPES OF SUPPORTIVE SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED: Services offered will depend upon individual needs.
- Independent living skill-building assistance
- Services to assist in the transition to permanent housing
- Case management or service coordination
- Crisis and conflict management
- Socialization opportunities
- Employment services
- Legal assistance

STAFF ROLES: Research shows that a critical factor involved in residents’ changing negative behaviors is the formation of a meaningful, ongoing relationship with another individual and a sense of hope and optimism about their ability to secure and maintain permanent housing. Roles should be clearly explained to residents so that expectations are realistic. Written descriptions of roles and responsibilities for all levels of staff is helpful.
SERVICE MODALITIES: Services can be offered in both groups and individual meetings. Providers have found it beneficial to assign one primary case manager to each resident rather than several different workers each focusing on specific issues such as employment, substance use, mental health, etc. This holistic approach reduces confusion and fosters a close relationship. Following are examples for each modality.

- Case Management/Service Coordination — all services offered would be designed to meet the goal to move into safe, affordable, permanent housing
- Peer Support — program graduates may return to discuss their success
- Groups — education about housing options and the process for securing housing
- Individual Counseling — working with resident’s personal housing preferences is crucial to successful placement work
- Linkages and Referrals — linkages in the new community should be established prior to moving into a new neighborhood

LOCATION OF SERVICES: Offering services both on- and off-site gives residents increased options and allows the program to meet the needs of a wider range of service recipients.

STAFFING PATTERN: Acceptable resident to staff ratios vary depending on the service needs of residents, but should be somewhere in the 1:10 and 1:25 range.

- Days and hours of projected coverage
- Number of part-time/full-time staff
- Professional vs. nonprofessional makeup of staff
- Supervisory structure
- Administrative support
- Volunteers and interns

ACCESS TO SERVICES: Being available to residents increases the use of services and reduces the clinical or institutional atmosphere within the setting.

- On an as needed basis
- By appointment

TENANT INPUT INTO PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION: Consider how you will evaluate your program. Determine what indicators will tell you if you are achieving the intended results

PROGRAM RULES: All staff and residents of the transitional facility should be aware of the rules and consequences for breaking them.

FOLLOW UP SERVICES:
The first few months after moving are crucial in maintaining housing.

- Invite Tenants to Return to the Transitional Setting
- Visit Tenants in the New Housing
- Continue to Provide Some Services for a Period of Time
### SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PLANNING WORKSHEET

**PROJECT GOALS AND CONDITIONS OF RESIDENCY**

**RESIDENCE:** __________________________  **DATE:** ______________________

---

#### Projections

*Served by the housing at any one time*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of individuals or families*</th>
<th>OR % of total individuals or families*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. PROJECT GOALS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide safe affordable housing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help residents meet the obligations of tenancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition residents into less service-intensive housing options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition residents into unserviced housing in the community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase residential stability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximize residents’ self-determination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase residents’ daily living skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase residents’ income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase access to employment opportunities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin recovery from substance abuse (indicate amount of clean time, if applicable)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain recovery from substance abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce harm experienced due to substance abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin recovery from mental illness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain recovery from mental illness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent foster care placement of children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reunite families</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve parenting skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase natural supports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve residents’ physical health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote appropriate use of community based services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease use of crisis/emergency services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease criminal justice system involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. LEASE</td>
<td>Number of individuals or families*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease term of 1 year or more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents will not have leases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents will sign a program agreement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| C. LENGTH OF STAY RESTRICTIONS                                          |                                   |                                        |
| 1. There will be no limitations on length of stay as long as tenant is in lease compliance |                                   |                                        |
| 2. Resident will be urged, but not required, to move on after a defined period (specify period) |                                   |                                        |
| 3. Resident will be required to vacate unit at defined period of time (specify period) |                                   |                                        |
| 4. Other (specify)                                                      |                                   |                                        |

| D. ANTICIPATED AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN THE HOUSING REGARDLESS OF ANY RESTRICTIONS |                                   |                                        |
| 6 months to 1 year                                                       |                                   |                                        |
| 1–2 years                                                                |                                   |                                        |
| 2–3 years                                                                |                                   |                                        |
| 3–5 years                                                                |                                   |                                        |
| over 5 years                                                             |                                   |                                        |

| E. SHARING OF UNITS                                                      |                                   |                                        |
| 1. Each individual/family to have own apartment                          |                                   |                                        |
| 2. Each individual/family to have own bedroom, but will share kitchen and bath with other individuals/families |                                   |                                        |
| 3. Each individual/family to have own bedroom and bath, but will share kitchen with others |                                   |                                        |
| 4. Each individual/family to have own bedroom and kitchen, but will share bath with others |                                   |                                        |
| 5. Residents will share bedrooms, kitchen and bath                       |                                   |                                        |
# Planning Worksheet – Goals and Conditions of Residency

## Projections

*Served by the housing at any one time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of individuals or families*</th>
<th>OR % of total individuals or families*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## F. PARTICIPATION IN SERVICES

1. Participation in services will not be a condition of residency

2. Resident will be required to participate in services in order to receive certain benefits in the residence (specify)

3. Resident will be required to participate in services as a condition of residency

4. Resident will be required to participate in services under certain circumstances (specify)

## G. SOBRIETY REQUIREMENT IN LEASE/HOUSE RULES

1. Alcohol and drug use to be prohibited or restricted on premises (but not off premises)

2. “Dry” housing — alcohol and drug use (on and off premises) will not be allowed

3. Alcohol permitted on-site but illegal drug use not tolerated

4. Alcohol not prohibited on-site, but only in residents’ private units, not in common areas

5. Alcohol and drug usage will not be addressed in the lease or house rules

6. Other (specify)

## H. RESIDENT/TENANT INVOLVEMENT

1. Resident participation in program management not anticipated

2. Tenant council or resident association that advises program and/or housing management will be established

3. Residents will be involved in decisions such as house rules, intake and screening, services planning and program development

4. Other (specify)
**SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PLANNING WORKSHEET**

**POPULATIONS SERVED**

**RESIDENCE:** ___________________________ **DATE:** ______________________

---

### Projections

*Served by the housing at any one time.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of individuals or families*</th>
<th>OR % of total individuals or families*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### A. FAMILY STATUS

1. Single adults
2. Families (dual or single parent)

#### B. GENDER

1. No gender restrictions
2. Designated units for males
3. Designated units for females

#### C. AGE GROUP TARGETED BY HOUSING

1. Adults
2. Adults and dependents
3. Older adults (over 55)
4. Adolescents
5. Other (specify) ___________________________

#### D. SPECIAL NEEDS GROUPS TO BE SPECIFICALLY TARGETED BY THE HOUSING

1. People with psychiatric disabilities
2. People with substance addiction
3. People dually diagnosed with MI and SA
4. People with HIV/AIDS
5. People with multiple diagnoses
6. Victims of domestic violence
7. Veterans
8. Families with involvement
9. Youth “Aging Out” of Foster Care
10. Participants in “Welfare to Work” initiatives
11. People with criminal justice involvement
12. Other (specify below)
### Planning Worksheet – Populations Served

**Projections**

*Serviced by the housing at any one time.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of individuals or families*</th>
<th>OR % of total individuals or families*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### E. PRIORITIES/PREFERENCES

1. People who are homeless (define) ___________ 
   ______________________________________________________________________________________

2. People at risk of becoming homeless (circle): doubled up, unsafe/abusive environment, poor family situation, paying more than 50% of income for rent, need services to meet tenancy obligations and stay housed. Other: ____________

#### F. INTEGRATION OF TENANCY

1. Homeless ☐
2. At-risk of homelessness ☐
3. Neither homeless nor at-risk of homelessness ☐
4. Special needs populations ☐
5. Individuals without identified special needs ☐

#### G. EXPECTED SOURCE OF INCOME

1. Employed and not receiving public benefits ☐
2. SSI/SSDI ☐
3. VA Benefits ☐
4. TANF ☐
5. Unemployment ☐
6. No income ☐
7. General Assistance ☐
8. Other ☐

#### H. SERVICE CONNECTION PRIOR TO ENTRY

1. Does not have to be engaged in services at the time of entry ☐
2. Preference for social services involvement at intake ☐
3. Must be referred by social service provider. Any particular system? (e.g., DMHAS, DCF, Homeless Service Provider, DSS, Veterans Administration, etc.) List: __________________________

4. Other (specify): __________________________ ☐
### Planning Worksheet – Populations Served

#### Projections

*Served by the housing at any one time.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projections</th>
<th>Number of individuals or families*</th>
<th>OR % of total individuals or families*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>I. ANTICIPATED PRIMARY REFERRAL SOURCES OF RESIDENTS</strong></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Identified through provider outreach services</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Referred by service providers</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Referred by shelters</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Referred by corrections or judicial system</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Transitioning from institution</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Transitioning from treatment</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Referred from other residential service setting</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Self-referral</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Other (specify) ___________________________</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
CREATING A CULTURE OF TRANSITION: CASE EXAMPLE

Review the following scenario of a person residing in a transitional housing program. In what ways do you believe the program has not created a “culture of transition”?

Ralph was referred to a transitional program by the shelter where he resided. At the time of intake, Ralph was asked about his psychiatric, medical, housing, substance use and judicial history. Staff members also described the structure of the program, services the program offered, and included the philosophy of the program, which was consumer-driven. Great lengths were taken to describe additional improvements staff has made to ensure that residents are comfortable, such as aesthetic alterations, laundry amenities and additional recreational activities. Ralph was asked if he had any questions, comments or suggestions, to which he replied no. Staff was pleased to learn that Ralph would be closer to his family and friends if accepted into their program.

Ralph was accepted into the program and upon his arrival, staff members provided an orientation that included some basic house rules. Ralph was informed that he needed to meet with the on-site psychiatrist, that ongoing meetings with his case manager were necessary and that he was required to participate in therapeutic groups. Lastly, he was informed of the medication schedule, hours meals were served and the curfew. Ralph was escorted to his double occupancy room and was delighted to find that he did not have a roommate. He was invited to make himself comfortable, unpack and after settling in, would be asked to participate in services.

After three days, Ralph began to participate in a few of the groups, had not met with the psychiatrist and met with his case manager, once for 30–45 minutes. The case manager focused on Ralph’s psychosocial, paying close attention to his childhood experiences. During the next week, Ralph met with his case manager, who obtained an extensive psychiatric history, including his feelings about medication. When Ralph revealed that he had had quite a few negative experiences with psychiatrists, his case manager was very empathetic. Ralph felt he would be ready to meet the doctor within the next week. His case manager stated that a tentative appointment would be arranged the following week.

For the next two weeks, Ralph was observed enjoying time with other residents and appeared to be adjusting very well to the program. He participated in one additional recreational group, met with his case manager on a regular basis and planned to meet with the psychiatrist the following week. His case manager encouraged him to announce at the next community meeting how well he was adjusting to the program. Ralph, although nervous, agreed. He also reported that he never thought being in a program could be so positive.
CREATING A CULTURE OF TRANSITION

The paradox of an effective transitional program is that its greatest strength — creating a warm, engaging environment where residents feel respected and safe — can also be its downfall. Residents may not want to leave. Residents must first experience a sense that safe, secure housing is possible.

Creating a culture that supports and reinforces transition is critical. All norms, rituals, rules and values enforce this kind of culture.

DEFINE, COMMUNICATE AND REINFORCE THE GOAL OF OBTAINING HOUSING

- Begin this process during intake
- Every service, group, activity and intervention will promote the resident’s ability to obtain permanent housing

LET RESIDENTS KNOW WHAT THEY CAN EXPECT FROM THE TRANSITIONAL STAFF

- Allow residents to articulate their expectations
- Clarify any discrepancies in expectations
- Develop a contract between worker and resident delineating who will do what and in what time frame
- Periodically review the contract and celebrate accomplishments met

MAKE PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS CLEAR TO ALL RESIDENTS UPON INTAKE

- Have expectations be part of a written welcome guide (multi-language, if necessary)
- Include program participation expectations
- Review timeframes for completing activities or obtaining housing
- Communicate purpose of house rules and consequences for violating
- Answer any questions new resident may have regarding expectations

BUILD A PROGRAMMATIC REWARD STRUCTURE FOR HOUSING PLACEMENT

- Host public celebrations for residents who are moving into a new home
- Present a “move-in package” gift
- Hold alumni reunions
- Have former residents return to speak to newer residents
- Publicly acknowledge achievements toward obtaining housing
AREAS OF ASSESSMENT FOR HOUSING

APPLICANT PREFERENCES

- Number of roommates
- Location
- Shared facilities
- Curfews
- Level of security
- Types of staff
- Types of services
- Anything else of importance to the individual

PSYCHIATRIC FUNCTIONING

- Current mental status
- History of high-risk behaviors
- Treatment attitudes and understanding of illness
- History of hospitalizations
- Judgement, impulse control, memory and concentration
- History of treatment and use of psychotropic medications

MEDICAL STATUS

- Unmanaged, undiagnosed or contagious illness
- Independence in obtaining medical help
- Special Needs: e.g., diet, medication
- HIV disease status
- Chronic medical condition

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING SKILLS

- Ability and motivation to improve skills
- Hygiene and housekeeping
- Shopping, cooking and maintaining a proper diet
- Budgeting and prioritizing needs and activities
- Household knowledge and safety

COMMUNITY LIVING SKILLS

- Communicating or interacting in public
- Accessing other systems/keeping appointments
- Traveling, banking, post office, library and other community services
- Discriminating danger/asserting and protecting oneself
**AREAS OF ASSESSMENT FOR HOUSING (continued)**

**MOTIVATION TO OBTAIN HOUSING**
- Applicant’s current living situation
- Feelings and fears that affect motivation
- Attitude and behavior toward and throughout the placement process

**SUBSTANCE USE/ABUSE**
- Signs and symptoms of current use
- Consequences of use
- History of use
- History of treatment
- Applicant’s assessment of the impact of substance use on his/her life
- How much do you drink or use other substances?
- What is the impact of using on your behavior?
- Have you ever lost your housing because of drug or alcohol use?
- What supports do you need in order to stay housed?

**ENTITLEMENT STATUS**
- Current status
- Barriers to obtaining entitlements

**SOCIAL SKILLS AND NEEDS**
- Need or desire for interaction with family, friends and partners
- Privacy needs
- Level of comfort in groups, both formal and informal
- Does the applicant’s belief system or behavior affect social functioning

**HOUSING HISTORY AND PATTERNS**
- Causes of homelessness
- Long-term institutionalization (e.g., hospital, shelter)
- Unserved housing
- Serviced or supportive housing
- Family or significant others
HOUSING PREFERENCE QUESTIONS FOR RESIDENTS

These descriptors can guide discussion with applicants of special housing preferences and needs.

- **NUMBER OF ROOMMATES**: Would you share an apartment if you had your own room? Do you like having company? Have you lived by yourself before? Do you get lonely?

- **MEALS PROVIDED/COOKING FACILITIES**: Would you prefer having your own kitchen? Shared kitchen? Cafeteria? Do you like to cook? How often — every day, three times a day? Do you mind cleaning up after cooking?

- **LAUNDRY/LINENS PROVIDED/CLEAN OWN ROOM**: Would you like to have help with some of these responsibilities?

- **SHARED/OWN BATHROOM**: Is a shared bathroom in the hall acceptable? Would a bathroom shared only with one or two other people be all right?

- **LOCATION**: Neighborhood? What features are important (such as shopping, libraries, transportation, well-lit areas, etc.)?

- **CURFEWS**: How do you feel about these policies? Does it make you feel safer to know the door is locked at night?

- **VISITOR POLICY**: Do you want to have overnight guests? How often? How do you feel about having your guests screened? Do you like knowing that other people's guests are screened?

- **PETS**: Do you currently have a pet that you wish to keep?

- **LEVEL OF SAFETY/SECURITY**: What is important to you? Will you be going out a lot? Will you be going out on your own or with roommates or friends?

- **SOCIAL SERVICE STAFF ON-SITE**: Do you like having someone to talk to or be available any time of the day or night? Would you like to live in a place that has no staff on-site and have staff visit you instead?

- **SOBRIETY**: How do you feel about being in a setting where some people may be using drugs or alcohol? Is a community that strongly supports sobriety important to you?

- **GROUPS/DAY PROGRAM**: Would you like to have access to in-house groups? How do you feel about mandatory attendance at groups? Do you like the idea of having staff-sponsored activities like trips and movies?

- **MONEY MANAGEMENT**: Would you like help safekeeping or managing your finances?

- **MIX OF PEOPLE IN FACILITY**: Do you prefer living with all women (or men), younger people, etc? Would you like to live with different people than you do now?
### HOUSING SKILLS & SUPPORTS CHECKLIST

The following skills are necessary, to varying degrees depending upon the housing model, for living in the community. This checklist can be used to help assess housing needs as well as by housing providers. Use checks to represent the level of assistance needed:

- ✔ = almost never needs assistance
- ✔✔ = sometimes needs assistance
- ✔✔✔ = almost always needs assistance

- ❏❏❏ Money Management Skills and Ability to Pay Rent (keep up with entitlement/benefits paperwork, cash checks, budget)
- ❏❏❏ Personal Hygiene Skills (bathing, washing clothes, buying and using toiletries, dress appropriate to weather)
- ❏❏❏ Travel Skills (use public transportation, follow directions)
- ❏❏❏ Social Skills (sensitivity to and respect for the needs and rights of others, conflict-management skills, ability to maintain positive relationships)
- ❏❏❏ Social Supports (connections to family and significant others, needs for interaction/time alone)
- ❏❏❏ Awareness of Service Needs and Ability to Seek and Accept Help
- ❏❏❏ Communication Skills (able to make needs known, ask for clarification when not clear about what others have said)
- ❏❏❏ Ability to Manage Health and Psychiatric Care (make and keep appointments, manage Medicaid or health insurance paperwork requirements, take medication as prescribed, advocate and communicate with doctors)
- ❏❏❏ Shopping and Cooking Skills (able to obtain meals by buying or cooking food, store food properly)
- ❏❏❏ Housekeeping Skills (able to clean space, wash sheets, remove garbage regularly, keep out mice and insects, remove excess clutter, maintain plumbing, i.e., remove hairs from drain, keep large items out of toilet, etc.)
- ❏❏❏ Awareness of Substance Use, Relapse Patterns, and Consequences of Use (disruptive behavior, deteriorated health, inability to work, relapse triggers, support network)
- ❏❏❏ Ability to Follow House Rules (refrain from violence, wear appropriate clothing in common spaces, keep noise down during hours of sleep)
- ❏❏❏ Ability to Pursue Self-Identified Goals (planning, prioritizing and accessing needed resources, problem-solving and negotiation skills)
### GOAL SETTING WORKSHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOAL</th>
<th>STEPS/BARRIERS</th>
<th>STAFF WILL:</th>
<th>RESIDENT WILL:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Placement in SRO by Jan., 2002 | 1. Prepare paperwork (8/01)  
2. View neighborhoods & sites (9/01)  
3. Practice interviews (10/01)  
4. Developing budgeting skills | 1. Access needed paperwork (8/01)  
2. Assist in completing paperwork 9/01  
3. Conduct mock interviews (10/01)  
4. Set up housing tours in a variety of neighborhoods 10/01  
5. Refer to budgeting group & provide support in building this skill | 1. Complete necessary paperwork (9/01)  
2. ID neighborhoods s/he is interested in (9/01)  
3. Practice interviewing and work to improve interview skills (10/01)  
4. Attend budget group 2x weekly |
The process of goal setting involves many skills. The worker and resident work together to create a plan of action for reaching the resident’s self-expressed goals. Always keep in mind that this is a process of mutuality and that the worker must not make the mistake of imposing a goal on an unwilling resident.

- Listen to the resident and reflect back what is heard to clarify and check understanding.
- Acknowledge that every person has different goals and different ideas of how to reach those goals. Goal setting is an individual process.
- List and discuss obstacles to reaching goals.
- Partialize problems and break them down into components.
- Explore every aspect of the problem after separating out the different components.
- Empathize with the resident’s feelings about goal setting and past unmet goals. Many people living in supportive housing have experienced significant interference with their ability to achieve their goals.
- Prioritize issues to be addressed.
- List and discuss all possible options for dealing with problems as well as all steps for reaching the residents’ goals. Steps should be achievable, even if the long-term goal seems out of reach.
- Work with the resident to select the best options for problem solving and reaching goals.
- Goal setting is a fluid process and setbacks are to be expected. Be prepared to change goals and/or steps to reaching them.
- Discuss steps in terms of a realistic time frame.
- Positively reinforce all achievements along the path toward reaching goals.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOUSING NEGOTIATION PROCESS

EXPLORE

- What the person’s choice symbolizes/means
- History of housing failures and successes
- Facility and neighborhood amenity preferences
- Financial issues
- Implication of special needs as they relate to housing

NEGOTIATE

- Worker should be forthright regarding the reasons for her assessment
- Worker should anticipate reactions to disagreement and remain connected to the person.
- Negotiation strategies and interventions may include:
  a. linking proposed option to resident’s aspirations
  b. framing move as intermediate step
  c. reflecting on person’s experience in programs to assist her in better understanding what she needs in a permanent housing situation
  d. informal use of events to suggest what housing would be most appropriate
  e. use of groups to reality test available options with peers
  f. negotiation with the resident to improve skills to access preferred housing option
  g. link with other people who are successful in placement activities
  h. create reward structures for housing placement
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Federal Anti-Discrimination Laws prohibit housing providers from asking certain questions that could lead to housing discrimination. However, many interviewers can ask those questions (i.e., mental health history, substance abuse history) to determine whether the special needs of a potential tenant have impacted their ability to maintain their housing in the past and if those needs are being addressed to avoid repeating that history. Additionally, many providers want to explore the specific needs of a potential tenant to ensure that their program can offer the support the tenant may need.

To help increase the comfort level of residents scheduled to interview for permanent housing, it is helpful to prepare them by describing some of the questions they may be asked. The following are some questions to practice answering with residents.

HOUSING HISTORY
- Where was the last place you lived?
- What precipitated the current episode of homelessness/need for housing?
- Is there a pattern and can the applicant identify it as such?
- What past housing situations worked well/didn’t work for you?
- What was it about these situations that helped/hindered your ability to remain housed?

FINANCES
- What is your source of income? Amount?
- Do you cash your own checks?
- Do you or have you had a representative payee?
- Explain any past problems paying rent
- Do you usually have enough money to last through the month? If not, when do you typically run out?
- Do you want/would you accept assistance budgeting your money?
- Has anyone ever suggested this might be helpful to you?

MEDICAL/PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY
- Do you have any medical conditions?
- History of any problems?
- Are you seeing a doctor?
- Taking medications?
- Do you have any difficulties sleeping?
- If yes, what does it do for you (positive and negative)?
- Does anyone remind you to keep appointments or take meds?
- Do you need/are you willing to accept assistance managing your meds?
- Are you seeing a psychiatrist?
- Have you in the past?
HISTORY OF VIOLENCE/CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
- Have you ever needed assistance because of thoughts or attempt at hurting yourself or others?
- What were the circumstances?
- How did it impact your life?
- Have you ever been arrested?
- How much time have you spent in prison?

SUPPORT NETWORK/LEISURE ACTIVITIES
- Do you have contact with friends or family? How often?
- What do you do during the day?
- Are there things you'd like to do that we could help with?
- Mention groups or activities in the building and get ideas of areas of interest.

EDUCATION/EMPLOYMENT
- What is the highest grade attended?
- What are your educational/vocational goals?
- Would you like assistance in this area?
- What are your job skills?
- Mention any GED classes, scholarship programs, etc. associated with the program

ADL SKILLS
- How do you keep your personal space?
- Do you cook for yourself? Typical menu? Do you enjoy cooking?
- How often do you shower?
- Are you comfortable shopping for yourself?
- Can you carry bags/manage transportation/walk?

COMMUNITY LIVING SKILLS
- What would you do if a neighbor played his/her music loudly at night?
- Would you be interested in attending tenant meetings in order to have input into decisions made about this community?
- How do you feel about living around people with (describe population in the building and any special needs, such as mental illness, HIV/AIDS, etc.)

SUBSTANCE USE
- See the handout “Alcohol and Other Drug History Instrument” for specific questions
OBSTACLES IN THE TRANSITION TO PERMANENT HOUSING

There can be numerous obstacles to overcome when working with people to access permanent housing. Service providers, once aware of these obstacles, can design individual services and program activities to overcome or diminish them. Residents should be educated about housing options and the criteria for acceptance.

SYSTEMIC OBSTACLES: These obstacles are most effectively addressed through advocacy and sustained pressure from staff and residents and the government representatives who have the power to fund housing development and change policy. Agencies can band together to increase their effectiveness. Some providers simultaneously create their own housing options.

- Lack of safe, decent, affordable housing
- Landlord prejudice — based on race, culture or special needs
- Lack of sufficient income resulting from inability to get a job or entitlements due to immigration status or special needs
- Provider requirements for entry into housing
- Gaps in services to address particular needs such as chronic substance use.

PERSONAL OBSTACLES: Our role is to assist our residents in gaining the skills necessary for securing and maintaining housing. We can educate residents about patterns or behaviors that have a negative influence on their ability to do this and offer non-judgmental assistance in changing those patterns or behaviors.

- Mental illness
- Substance abuse
- MICA
- Poor credit history
- Criminal history
- Age 18–25
- Illegal immigrant status
- Medical problems
- Budgeting problems
- Anxiety over change

PROBLEMS IN THE WORKER/RESIDENT RELATIONSHIP: Staff must explore and understand the housing preferences of residents while remaining aware that it takes time and trust to share personal information. Staff should make consistent outreach efforts to residents while allowing the resident to control the content of the interactions.

- Residents’ lack of trust of the worker or the program
- Miscommunication over housing needs and preferences
- Difficulty in transitioning to permanent housing
- Termination issues
THE TRANSITION TO PERMANENT HOUSING
Case Examples

The following cases are examples of issues that can arise in the transition to permanent housing. Read each case and discuss:

- What the issues are
- How the situation should be handled
- Who is responsible for what (specific roles and what the staff in the transitional and permanent settings should do)

1. Tom, a substance abuser in recovery for the past two years, has always been extremely motivated to move into his own place. For the past six months, he’s been living in the transitional housing program and has been the model resident, leading groups and orienting incoming residents. He was thrilled to be accepted into a beautiful, newly renovated residence and is scheduled to move this month. Lately, he has been rude to staff, gotten into arguments with residents and exhibited all sorts of negative behaviors the staff never saw from him before. A resident told staff she thought she saw him hanging out with the neighborhood drug runners. He refuses to discuss his erratic behavior.

2. Sue, who has a mental illness, is doing her best to comply with the shelter staff and takes steps toward getting her own housing. However, she periodically disappears and returns several weeks later. It’s never clear where she’s been, but she returns disheveled and off her psychotropic medications. This is the third time it has happened in the past year, and some staff of the shelter don’t think she should be given another chance. Her level of motivation for housing is unclear but she consistently says she does not want to live in a highly structured setting, “like a hospital.”

3. The shelter where Ellen is staying has an eight-month time limit. Both the staff and Ellen feel she is prepared for permanent housing and ready to meet all the obligations of tenancy. She has been rejected from four residences because she “lacks insight into her mental illness.” Ellen refuses to accept that she has a chronic mental illness but has consistently taken psychotropic medications for the past year to help her
sleep. She becomes angry in interviews when asked to discuss her visits to the psychiatrist.

4. Mel, a low income working man, is not interested in any of the housing options he’s been shown. He calls them cheap dumps for the crazies. “I want a nice house of my own with a garden. I’m holding out for what I deserve.”

5. Will moved into his own place a couple of months ago after years of working on his sobriety and trying to get a job that could pay the rent. Everything was great for the first few weeks and then he started oversleeping, getting to work late and feeling like he didn’t have the energy to do much of anything.

6. Tina was released from prison last year and has not done well on any of her housing interviews. She cursed at one interviewer who asked about her ability to pay rent and intimidated another saying, “one way or another I always get what I want, and I want to live here.” The shelter staff feel she is ready to move and don’t take her threats seriously.
Books and Articles

The feasibility of providing post-detoxification residential substance abuse programming in large emergency shelters was examined as part of a demonstration project funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) under Section 613 of the Stewart B. McKinney Act. The program completion rates of 773 homeless/at-risk substance-abusing individuals assigned to two large shelters (71% and 62%) and two traditional substance abuse treatment agencies (68% and 54%) were compared. These data support the expansion of shelter services to include substance abuse programming and intervention.

This hundred-page evaluation looks at low-demand interim housing programs developed to serve homeless people living on the streets. The study tracked 113 service-resistant people in New York and found that 62% placed in interim housing went on to permanent settings, as compared to 34% of the 50-person control group.

This paper, available through prainc.com/nrc, describes what the concept of transitional housing encompasses and where the boundaries between transitional housing and related concepts — emergency shelter, residential treatment programs, permanent supportive housing — can most usefully be drawn. “Low demand” and “high demand” approaches to providing transitional housing for homeless families and individuals are described, and the limited research on transitional housing programs and approaches is reviewed.

This article describes an NIAAA-funded demonstration project for homeless persons with alcohol and drug problems in Alameda County, CA. The CHARS Program is one of the first comprehensive service system in the nation to address the needs of alcohol and drug abusing homeless persons. Components of the system include alcohol crisis center, two multi-purpose drop-in centers, seven residential recovery centers, a transitional housing program and permanent sober housing. A description of each program components is included.
Broughton, J.: “Foodservice for the Homeless: A Manual for Emergency Shelters, Drop-in Centers and Transitional Housing Providers,” 1994. This manual, available through prainc.com/nrc, is intended as a resource for foodservice planning for emergency shelters, drop-in centers and transitional housing providers. First published in 1991, it now features a new section on nutrition education resources, including reproducible handouts and 30 recipes for large groups. It also has practical information on nutrition guidelines for all ages and needs of guests, food donation, volunteer coordination, and protection from food borne illnesses. All food recommendations follow the USDA Food Guide pyramid.


This article presents a study that was conducted to determine how residents of a group transitional housing program use and develop skills and resources in this setting to secure self-sufficient housing and community re-integration. Qualitative data was collected over 14 weeks at one group transitional house. Data were gathered from 12 women, all of whom had at least one child with them. The data indicated a variety of causes for the families’ homelessness and a variety of personal adaptations to the transitional housing environment. The author suggests that social workers and staff in shelters need to incorporate strategies to build place-identity skills that can promote personal and environmental resources.


This article discusses a short-term feminist social work approach to clinical intervention with mothers in a family homeless shelter. This model emphasized feminist understandings of women’s development in a short-term model of intervention. Techniques include classical social work techniques of listening and support. An example of six-session intervention utilizing this approach is discussed. The author examines the implication for the future role of social work with homeless families.


This paper describes the Sober Transitional Housing and Employment Project (STHEP), a long-term residential recovery program in Los Angeles for homeless alcoholics. Services included enhanced vocational and housing assistance and specialized group activities. The evaluation examined patterns of recruitment and program retention in comparison to a control group, which received only the first phase. Upon completion of the second phase, whites were more likely to discharge to a rental situation, blacks to a sober group living facility and women to live with others. Differences in program recruitment and completion may be explained by employment history, economic status, gender, race and age differences. The findings suggest the need to program planners to consider the
diverse backgrounds and needs of homeless alcoholics and to match service to individual needs.

As a result of public hearings, a Joint Task Force on Homeless Veterans was established to address the unique problems of an estimated 1,500–2,000 homeless veterans in San Francisco. This report from the task force contains chapters on Background/Statement of the Problem, Profile of Homeless Veterans and Resources for Homeless Veterans. The task force identified the major need to be a transitional housing program and this paper sets forth a proposed pilot project to establish a full service transitional facility.

This article describes a study that reviews clinical records of 228 former clients of a Transitional Residential Program for severely, persistently mentally ill homeless persons conducted to examine Program results. Of the 228 clients, 110 (48.3%) completed the Program: they became psychiatrically stabilized, found secure housing and began receiving disability pensions. This group participated in significantly more activities than those who did not complete the program. Psychiatric diagnosis was unrelated to successful Program completion.

National Alliance for the Mentally Ill North Carolina: NAMI NC Help Book, 1999
This Help Book covers a wide variety of topics of critical importance to consumers of mental health services, their family members, friends and treatment providers. Chapters include “Understanding Mental Illness” and “The Meaning of Mental Illness to Consumers and Families” and a host of other topics.

New York State Office of Mental Health: The Housing Difference. Network/State University of New York, 1992 (Videotape: 20 minutes)
This video describes some of the supportive housing programs for persons with serious mental illnesses in New York. The programs include a variety of housing, from adult group homes to apartment buildings, and serve a diverse population, many of whom were previously homeless. Neighbors of the various residences, the providers and the residents themselves are interviewed about the programs. Some of the programs highlighted include the Transitional Living Center (TLC) in New York City and Fleming Housing in Westchester County. Available from the New York State Office of Mental Health, Managed Care Services, 44, Holland Avenue, Albany, NY 12229, (518) 474-3432.
Proscio, T.: “Under One Roof: Lessons Learned from Co-locating Overnight, Transitional and Permanent Housing at Deborah’s Place II,” Corporation for Supportive Housing, 1998
This 19-page case study examines a project that combines three levels of care and service at one site. The project is designed to serve homeless single women with mental illness and other disabilities.

This paper uses data from the second year of the access to Community Care and Effective Services and Supports (ACCESS) demonstration program to examine the relationship of service system integration to the use of housing services and outcomes, and to compare the results with the first year data. The analysis replicates the previous report findings and confirms that a significant statistical relationship exists between service system integration and consumer outcomes among homeless mentally ill persons.

This manual provides information on planning and developing transitional housing programs to bridge the gap between emergency shelter and permanent housing. The manual is aimed at programs for women alone or with children, including mentally ill women. The author recommends a comprehensive approach to transitional housing programs, describing the diverse needs of homeless women and emphasizing the importance of providing such services as life planning, personal counseling and parenting skills training. Included are descriptions of a number of successful transitional housing programs for women.

This articles focuses on the importance of consumer choice in psychosocial rehabilitation and success in permanent housing. The relationship of choice to community success over time demonstrated that choice was positively related to housing satisfaction, residential stability and psychological well-being.

Completely updated and revised, the third edition of this indispensable manual thoroughly details everything patients, families and mental health professionals need to know about one of the most widespread and misunderstood illnesses. Includes detailed information regarding symptoms, medications, treatment and prognosis of schizophrenia
This brochure describes the efforts of the Department of Health and Human Services’ Interagency Task Force in responding to the food and shelter needs of homeless people, including emergency shelter, assistance, food program assistance, ways to access Federal resources and section on information and technical assistance that includes a directory of Federal centers to contact for the establishment of service programs in different regions of the country. The brochure describes the composition of homeless people as those who are chronically mentally ill, migrants, unemployed persons, immigrants, battered women, alcoholics and drug abusers.

In 1992, amendments to the McKinney Act created the Safe Haven program, a form of supportive housing for hard-to-reach homeless persons with severe mental illness who are on the street and have been unable or unwilling to participate in supportive services. This tool kit has been developed to address these issues specifically and serve as a guide to help new programs avoid unnecessary administrative headaches. The kit includes eight chapters covering the key issues surrounding the creation of Safe Haven programs, including: 1) the Continuum of Care; 2) planning, designing, siting and financing Safe Haven housing; 3) the challenge and opportunity of NIMBY; 4) outreach, engagement and service delivery; 5) crisis management; 6) transitions from Safe Havens; 7) program rules and expectations; and 8) staffing issues.

This paper uses an anthropological perspective to examine issues that arise for homeless mentally ill people in making the transition from shelter living to permanent housing. Project participants are placed in either individual apartments or shared, staffed residences designed to assist in skill building and lead to “consumer driven living situations”. The results suggest that residents and staff sometimes have contrasting views of what empowerment entails.

This paper describes a service approach and model to facilitate the movement of hard-to-engage homeless people with serious and persistent mental illness living in Safe Havens to other supportive housing settings. Examples are drawn from Safe Havens across the nation.
Internet Sites

Center for Urban Community Services  
http://www.cucs.org
Center for Urban Community Services (CUCS) provides a continuum of supportive services for homeless and formerly homeless people, including street outreach, a drop-in center, transitional and permanent housing programs, and vocational and educational programs. Particular emphasis is placed on specialized services for people with mental illness, HIV/AIDS and chemical dependency. This website provides information and links to a variety of resources regarding transitional and permanent housing.

Corporation for Supportive Housing  
http://www.csh.org
CSH’s mission is to help communities create permanent housing with services to prevent and end homelessness. CSH works through collaborations with private, nonprofit and government partners, and strives to address the needs of tenants of supportive housing. CSH’s website includes a Resource Library with downloadable reports, studies, guides and manuals aimed at developing new and better supportive housing; policy and advocacy updates; and a calendar of events related to supportive housing.

The Enterprise Foundation  
http://www.entrprisefdn.org
This site includes a variety of information resources relating to low-income housing and community development. Sample articles from newsletters are available.

National Alliance for the Mentally Ill (NAMI)  
http://www.nami.org
This website is dedicated to improving the lives of people with severe mental illness, family and friends. NAMI provides up-to-date information on a variety of mental illnesses, including schizophrenia, mood disorders and personality disorders. Information includes recommended books and readings, a help line, information on membership, statistics and links to other relevant Internet resources.

National Alliance to End Homelessness (NAEH)  
http://www.naeh.org
The National Alliance to End Homelessness (NAEH), a nationwide federation of public, private, and nonprofit organizations, demonstrates that homelessness can be ended. NAEH offers key facts on homelessness, affordable housing, roots of homelessness, best practice and profiles, publications and resources, fact sheets and comprehensive links to national organizations and government agencies that address homelessness.
National Coalition for the Homeless
http://www.nch.ari.net
The National Coalition for the Homeless is a national advocacy network of homeless persons, activists, service providers and others committed to ending homelessness through public education, policy advocacy, grassroots organizing and technical assistance. This website provides information on resources, publications and facts about ending homelessness.

National Resource Center on Homelessness and Mental Illness
http://www.prainc.com/nrc/
The National Resource Center on Homelessness and Mental Illness provides technical assistance, identifies and synthesizes knowledge and disseminates information. Users can be linked to findings from Federal demonstration and Knowledge Development and Application (KDA) projects, research on homelessness and mental illness and information on federal projects.

Supportive Housing Network of NY
http://www.shnny.org
A coalition representing 160 private nonprofit supportive housing agencies in New York State that provides permanent housing for formerly homeless individuals. The Network provides resources, public education and advocacy on behalf of members.